
HOUSE No. 2283
By Mr. DiMasi of Boston, petition of Salvatore F. DiMasi, Angelo M. Scaccia, Thomas G. Palumbo, Richard T. Moore, Robert A. Durand and Robert F. Jakubowicz relative to establishing a system of presumptive sentencing, the revision of crimes against the person and the improvement of the criminal justice system. Criminal Justice.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Seven.

An A ct est ab li sh i ng  a s y s t e m  o f  p r e s u m p t i v e  s e n t e n c i n g , t h e
REVISION OF CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House o f Representatives in General 
Court assembled, and by the authority o f the same, as follows:
1 SECTION 1. This act shall be construed insofar as reasonably
2 possible in light of existing common law and not in derogation
3 thereof.
1 SECTION 2. Section 4 of chapter 27 of the General Laws as
2 appearing in the 1984 Official Edition is hereby amended by
3 striking out the first paragraph and inserting in place thereof the
4 following paragraph: —
5 There shall be a parole board consisting of seven members to
6 be appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the
7 council, for terms of five years.
! SECTION 3. Section 5 of said chapter 27 as so appearing is
2 hereby amended by adding the following two paragraphs:
3 The chairman, with the advice of the parole board, shall
4 promulgate rules and regulations, in accordance with the
5 provisions of sections one to eight, inclusive, of chapter thirty A,
6 to govern the parole granting process as provided for in paragraph
7 (a) and in chapter one hundred and twenty-seven.
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8 The chairman, with the advice of the parole board, shall
9 promulgate rules and regulations stating criteria for the 

10 supervision of prisoners as provided in clause (b). Said criteria 
I I shall include, but not be limited to, the standards for determining
12 the amount of supervision appropriate for each paroled prisoner
13 and a specific delineation of, at least, three levels of supervision
14 for paroled prisoners.

1 SECTION 3A. Chapter 27 of the General Laws, as so
2 appearing, is hereby amended by adding after section five the
3 following section: -
4 Section 5A. (a) A retired member of the parole board and a
5 retired judge of the commonwealth whose name has been placed
6 on the list of special parole board members pursuant to paragraph
7 (d) may be designated by the secretary of the executive office of
8 human services, upon application by the chairman of the parole
9 board as provided in paragraph (e) to perform such of the duties

10 of the office of parole board member as he is assigned by the
11 chairman of the parole board and which he is willing to undertake.
12 (b) In performing the service requested of him, a special
13 member of the parole board shall exercise all powers and authority
14 pertaining to the office with respect to matters to which he is
15 assigned. Any decision or vote of any such member shall be equal
16 to any decision or vote of any active member of the parole board.
17 (c) A special parole board member shall receive compensation
18 equivalent to that received by active members of the parole board
19 and payment of any pension or retirement benefits shall be
20 deemed to have been waived during such service as provided by
21 section ninety B of chapter thirty-two of the General Laws. Such
22 special member of the parole board shall be reimbursed for all
23 expenses incurred while performing such services. While so
24 serving, such staff support, clerical assistance and facilities as are
25 customarily available to active members of the parole board shall
26 be provided.27 (d) Any retired member of the parole board or any retired judge
28 who is eligible as hereinafter provided, may notify the secretary
29 that he wishes his name to be placed on the list ol such persons
30 who may be designated as special parole board members. The
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31 secretary may place the name of any retired member of the parole
32 board or any retired judge on the list of special parole board
33 members. No retired judge shall be designated to serve as a special
34 member of the parole board if he is designated and assigned
35 pursuant to section twenty-four of chapter two hundred and
36 eleven, section sixteen of chapter two hundred and eleven A, and
37 section fourteen of chapter two hundred and eleven B, nor shall
38 any such judge consider the parole eligibility, commutation or
39 pardon of any inmate who has ever appeared before him in his
40 judicial capacity.
41 (e) Application for designation of a special parole board
42 member shall be made by the chairman of the parole board to
43 the secretary by a certification by the chairman that the number
44 of board members at any time is insufficient to review pending
45 cases before the board, and that the designation of such a special
46 parole board member or members is reasonable and necessary to
47 effect the duties of the board. The secretary shall consult with the
48 chairman as to the number of special parole board members who
49 should be designated and the length of time the designation shall
50 remain in effect. In no event may a designation remain in effect
51 for longer than one year; provided, however, that the secretary
52 may redesignate an individual as a special parole board member.
53 Any designation may specify that a special member may serve on
54 a less than full time basis.
55 (0 Upon a recommendation of the chairman, the secretary may
56 withdraw an individual’s designation as a special parole board
57 member at any time.
58 (g) Whenever the secretary has designated one or more special
59 parole board members, the chairman shall file with the secretary
60 a monthly report on the efforts to address the caseload and shall
61 indicate the number of pending cases.

1 SECTION 4. Chapter 30A of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section l.B the following section:
3 Section 1C. The parole board shall be subject to sections one
4 to eight, inclusive, and except as provided herein, shall not
5 otherwise be subject to this chapter, notwithstanding the exclusion
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of said board from the definition of the word “agency” in section 
one. The parole board shall be subject to sections eleven A and 
eleven A and one-half, except that executive sessions are 
additionally authorized for the purpose of interviewing inmates 
and conducting hearings pursuant to sections one hundred and 
thirty-four and one hundred and thirty-six of chapter one hundred 
and twenty-seven, and for the purpose of reaching a decision to 
grant or deny a parole permit to an individual, to issue or deny 
a certificate of termination of sentence to an individual, to 
establish terms and conditions of parole for an individual and to 
revoke an individual’s parole permit. The rights of an individual 
affected by any such executive session shall be established by the 
rules and regulations of the board. The records of any such 
executive session shall contain a statement of any decision reached 
by the board, a record of each individual board member’s vote 
on said decision, and a summary statement of the case indicating 
the reasons for said decision. Said records shall become a public 
record and should be available to the public unless the board 
determines by majority vote that it is necessary to keep said 
records secret in order to protect the security of a criminal or civil 
investigation or to protect anyone from harm.

SECTION 5. Section 20 of chapter 31 of the General Laws is 
hereby amended by striking out the second paragraph, and 
inserting in place thereof the following paragraph: -

No applicant shall be required to furnish any information in 
such application with regard to: any act of waywardness or 
delinquency or any offense committed before the applicant 
reached the age of seventeen years; any arrest for a misdemeanor 
or felony which did not result in a court appearance, unless court 
action is pending; any complaint which was dismissed for lack of 
prosecution or which resulted in a finding or verdict of not guilty; 
or any arrest for or disposition of the following misdemeanors: 
simple assault or assault in the third degree, speeding, other minor 
traffic violation, affray, or disturbance of the peace if disposition 
thereof occurred five years or more prior to the filing of the 
application.

SECTION 6. Section 15 of chapter 32 of the General Laws,
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2 as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out subdivision
3 (3A) and inserting in place thereof the following subdivision:
4 (3 A) In no event shall any member after final conviction of an
5 offense set forth in section two of chapter two hundred and sixty-
6 eight A, section fourteen of chapter two hundred and sixty-five
7 pertaining to police or licensing duties, or section twenty-five of
8 chapter two hundred and sixty-five, as it appeared prior to July
9 first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, pertaining to police or

10 licensing duties, be entitled to receive a retirement allowance or
11 a return of his accumulated total deductions under the provisions
12 of sections one to twenty-eight, inclusive, nor shall any beneficiary
13 be entitled to receive any benefits under such provisions on
14 account of such member.
1 SECTION 7. The first paragraph of section 10A of chapter
2 32A of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by
3 striking out the second sentence, and inserting in place thereof
4 the following sentence: — Notwithstanding the maximum dollar
5 limits of the aforesaid amounts of group accidental death and
6 dismemberment insurance and subject to such provisions of the
7 group policy as may be provided by the commission, if a death
8 occurs to an employee while in the performance of his duties and
9 if such death occurs as the natural and proximate result of a

10 robbery in any degree or an attempted robbery, a further
11 additional amount of accidental death insurance shall be payable
12 in an amount equal to three times the sum of additional group
13 life and group accidental death and dismemberment insurance
14 applicable to said employee insured under this section.
1 SECTION 8. Chapter 38 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 13, as so appearing, and inserting
3 in place thereof the following section: —
4 Section 13. If a person charged by the report with the
5 commission of a crime is at large, the magistrate shall forthwith
6 issue process for his arrest, returnable before any court or
7 magistrate having jurisdiction. If he finds that murder,
8 manslaughter in the first or second degree, assault and battery in
9 any degree, assault in any degree or any crime made punishable
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10 by sections thirteen and thirteen A of chapter two hundred and
I 1 sixty-five, as it appeared prior to July first, nineteen hundred and
12 eighty-seven, has been committed, he may bind over, for
13 appearance in said court, as in criminal cases, such witnesses as
14 he considers necessary, or as the district attorney may designate.
1 SECTION 9. Chapter 41 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 97D, as so appearing, and
3 inserting in place thereof the following section: -
4 Section 97D. All reports of aggravated rape, rape, statutory
5 rape, assault with intent to commit said crimes, indecent assault
6 and battery in any degree, violations of section thirty-five A of
7 chapter two hundred and seventy-two, and violations of section
8 thirteen B, thirteen F, thirteen H, twenty-two, twenty-two A,
9 twenty-three, twenty-four or twenty-four B of chapter two 

10 hundred and sixty-five, as they appeared prior to July first,
II nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, or attempts to commit such
12 offenses and all conversations between police officers and victims
13 of said offenses shall not be public reports and shall be maintained
14 by the police departments in a manner which will assure their
15 confidentiality. Whoever violates any provision of this section
16 shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than one year
17 or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or both.

1 SECTION 10. Section 37G of chapter 71 of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby further amended by striking out
3 paragraph (b) and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph:
5 (b) The provisions of this section shall not preclude any
6 member of the school committee or any teacher or any employee
7 or agent of the school committee from using such reasonable force
8 as is necessary to protect pupils, other persons, and themselves
9 from an assault and battery in any degree, or an assault in any 

10 degree, or an attempted assault in any degree by a pupil. When 
I 1 such an assault and battery, assault, or attempted assault has
12 occurred, the principal shall file a detailed report of such with the
13 school committee.

1 SECTION 11. Section 8A of chapter 90 of the General Laws
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2 is hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph, as
3 appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, and inserting in place
4 thereof the following paragraph: —
5 Application for a license to be a school bus operator may be
6 made by any person who shall have attained the age of eighteen
7 years but who has not passed his seventieth birthday and who
8 shall have been a duly licensed motor vehicle operator for a period
9 of three continuous years prior to his application except a person

10 who has been licensed and whose license is not in force because
11 of revocation or suspension or whose right to operate is suspended
12 by the registrar; but before such a person shall be so licensed the
13 registrar shall be satisfied that he is of good moral character and
14 has successfully completed a driving performance test, a written
15 test, a visual test, and a physical examination by a licensed
16 physician within a three month period of the date of his
17 application in conformity with such minimum physical
18 qualifications as shall be determined by the registrar; provided,
19 however, that no license shall be issued to a person who has been
20 convicted of the crime of aggravated rape, rape in any degree,
21 statutory rape, sexual abuse in any degree, unnatural act, sodomy
22 or any violation of sections thirteen B, thirteen F, thirteen H,
23 twenty-two, twenty-two A, twenty-three and twenty-four of
24 chapter two hundred and sixty-five, as appearing prior to July
25 first, nineteen hundred and eighty-six.
1 SECTION 12. Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 70E the following section:
3 Section 70F. Any person who knowingly and willfully abuses
4 mistreats, or neglects a patient or resident of a long-term care
5 facility required to be licensed under section seventy-one, shall be
6 punished by imprisonment in a jail or house of correction for not
7 more than two years or by a fine of not more than five thousand
8 dollars, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
1 SECTION 13. Section 117 of said chapter 111, as appearing
2 in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby amended by striking ou*
3 the second paragraph, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph:
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For the purposes of this section, physical examination and 

treatment by a registered physician or surgeon upon the person 
of a minor, who voluntarily appears therefor, shall not constitute 
an assault in any degree, an assault and battery in any degree, 
or an indecent assault and battery in any degree upon said person.

Section 13A. The first paragraph of section 51A of chapter 
1 19 of the General Laws, as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, 
is hereby amended by inserting after the word “officer”, in line 
six, the words: — parole officer.

Section 13B. Clause (4) of section 51 B of chapter 119 of the 
General Laws, as most recently amended by chapter 343 of the 
Acts of 1985, is hereby further amended by striking out subclause 
(b) and inserting in place thereof the following subclause: -

(b) a child is the victim of aggravated rape, rape, statutory rape, 
indecent assault and battery, or assault with intent to commit said 
crimes as set forth in sections twenty to twenty-five, inclusive, and 
section thirty-two of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or of 
a violation of section thirty-five A of chapter two hundred and 
seventy-two.

SECTION 14. Chapter 123A of the General Laws, is hereby 
amended by striking out section 3, as appearing in the 1984 
Official Edition, and inserting in place thereof the following 
section: —

Section 3. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, when 
a person is brought before a district court charged with the crime 
of statutory rape, indecent assault and battery in the third degree, 
open and gross lewdness and lascivious behavior, unnatural acts 
with another person or with a child under the age of sixteen, lewd, 
wanton and lascivious behavior or indecent exposure, or an 
attempt to commit any such rime, the court shall, if it appears 
that said person is guilty of the crime and appears to be a sexually 
dangerous person commit or bind over said person for trial in the 
superior court. In such cases the clerk of the district court shall 
forthwith transmit to the clerk of the superior court a copy of the 
complaint and of the record, the original recognizances, a list of 
the witnesses, a statement of the expenses and the appearance of 
the attorney for the defendant; if any is entered, and the report
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19 of the department of mental health as to the mental condition of
20 the defendant if such report has been filed under the provisions
21 of section one hundred A of chapter one hundred and twenty-
22 three, and no other papers need be transmitted..

1 SECTION 15. Said chapter 123A is hereby further amended
2 by striking out section 4, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: —
4 Section 4. Upon the determination of guilt of a person in the
5 superior court of the crime of aggravated rape, rape, statutory
6 rape, indecent assault and battery in any degree, open and gross
7 lewdness and lascivious behavior, incest, sodomy, buggery,
8 unnatural and lascivious acts with another person or with a child
9 under the age of sixteen, lewd, wanton lascivious behavior or

10 indecent exposure, assault with intent to commit aggravated rape,
11 rape, or statutory rape, or an attempt to commit any such crime,
12 the court, upon its own motion, or upon motion of the district
13 attorney, prior to imposing sentence, but subject to the issuance
14 of reasonable notice informing such person that it is considering
15 his commitment to the center, may commit him to the center or
16 to a suitable branch thereof for a period not exceeding sixty days
17 for the purpose of examination and diagnosis under the
18 supervision of not less than two psychiatrists who shall, within
19 said period, file with said court a written report of such
20 examination and diagnosis, and their recommendations for the
21 disposition of such person. The court shall supply to the
22 examining psychiatrists copies of the court record, and the
23 probation officer shall supply them with the probation record of
24 t-he person committed for examination. The probation record
25 shall contain a history as such person’s previous offenses and
26 previous psychiatric examinations and such other information as
27 may be helpful to assist such psychiatrists in making their
28 diagnosis.

1 SECTION 16. Chapter 127 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 38B, as so appearing, and
3 inserting in place thereof the following section:
4 Section 38B. A prisoner in any jail or house of correction, or
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in any correctional institution of the commonwealth who commits 
an assault in any degree, or an assault and battery in any degree 
upon an officer, guard or other employee of such jail, house of 
correction or institution shall be punished by imprisonment in the 
state prison for not more than five years. Such sentence shall begin 
from and after all sentences currently outstanding and unserved 
at the time of said assault or assault and battery.

SECTION 17. Section 48 of said chapter 127, as so appearing, 
is hereby amended by adding the following paragraph: -

The commissioner shall promulgate rules and regulations 
governing the use of programs established under this section by 
youthful offenders, and shall establish a youthful offender 
program. The commissioner shall determine whether the youthful 
offender program shall include the designation of a separate 
facility or separate facilities to house youthful offenders. The 
commissioner shall promulgate rules and regulations regarding 
the participants in the youthful offenders program, consistent with 
the goals of public safety and rehabilitation of youthful offenders.

The commissioner shall ensure that programs established under 
this section are equally available to male and female offenders, 
and shall provide pregnant offenders with: prenatal care and 
counseling; education concerning nutrition, labor, delivery, and 
infant development; and other appropriate special services.

SECTION 18. Section 49 of said chapter 127, as so appearing, 
is hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph and inserting 
in place thereof the following paragraph: —

The commissioner of correction or the administrator of a 
county correctional facility, subject to the rules and regulations 
established in accordance with the provisions of this section, may 
permit an inmate who has served such a portion of his sentence 
or sentences that he would be eligible for parole within eighteen 
months to participate in education, training or employment 
programs established under section forty-eight outside a 
correctional facility; provided, however, that no committed 
offender who is serving a life sentence or a sentence in a state 
correctional facility for any violation of sections three, four, five,
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14 six, seven, eleven, twelve, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, or
15 twenty to thirty-one inclusive, or chapter two hundred and sixty-
16 five, for assault with intent to commit aggravated rape, rape,
17 statutory rape or any degree of robbery pursuant to section
18 twenty-two of said chapter two hundred and sixty-five, for a
19 violation of section thirteen, thirteen B, fourteen, fifteen, fifteen
20 A, fifteen B, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen A, nineteen, twenty,
21 twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-two A, twenty-three, twenty-
22 four, twenty-four B, twenty-five or twenty-six of chapter two
23 hundred and sixty-five as appearing prior to July first, nineteen
24 hundred and eighty-seven, for a violation of section seventeen,
25 thirty-four, thirty-five A, or one hundred and four to one hundred
26 and seven, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and seventy-two, or
27 for an attempt to commit any crime referred to in said sections,
28 shall be eligible to participate in education, training or
29 employment programs outside a correctional facility, as
30 established under section forty-eight, except on the recommen-
31 dation of the superintendent of the correctional facility on behalf
32 of a particular committed offender and upon the approval of the
33 commissioner or the administrator of county correctional
34 facilities.

1 SECTION 19. Section 49B of said chapter 127, as so
2 appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the second
3 paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph: -
5 No person who is serving a sentence for violation of an attempt
6 to commit any crime referred to in sections twenty to twenty-five
7 inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or sections two,
8 three, four, five, six, seven, twelve, thirteen, seventeen, twenty-
9 four, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two,

10 thirty-four, thirty-five or thirty-five A of chapter two hundred
11 and seventy-two or section thirteen B, twenty-two, twenty-two A,
12 twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-four B of chapter two hundred
13 and sixty-five in effect prior to July first, nineteen hundred and
14 eighty-seven, or for assault with intent to commit a crime referred
15 to in section twenty to twenty-three, inclusive, of chapter two
16 hundred and sixty-five, or who is under commitment under the
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provisions of chapter one hundred and twenty-three A may 
participate in a program under the provisions of this section.

SECTION 20. Section 49C of said chapter 127, as so 
appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the second 
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following 
paragraph:

No person who is serving a sentence for violation of or for an 
attempt to commit any crime referred to in sections two, three, 
four, four A, four B, five, six, seven, twelve, thirteen, seventeen, 
twenty-four, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, twenty-nine A, twenty- 
nine B, thirty-four, thirty-five, or thirty-five A of chapter two 
hundred and seventy-two, sections twenty to twenty-five, 
inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or section 
thirteen B, twenty-two, twenty-two A, twenty-three, twenty-four 
or twenty-four B of chapter two hundred and sixty-five in effect 
prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, or who is 
under commitment under the provisions of chapter one hundred 
and twenty-three A may participate in a program under the 
provisions of this section.

SECTION 21. Section 83B of said chapter 127, as so 
appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the first sentence 
and inserting in place thereof the following sentence: — The 
commissioner may remove to any camp so established any 
prisoner held in a correctional institution of the commonwealth, 
and sentenced prisoners in jails and houses of correction, 
including male prisoners sentenced to life who have served twelve 
years, except a prisoner serving a life sentence for first degree 
murder, or a sentence imposed for violation of sections twenty 
to twenty-five, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-five 
or of section twenty-two, twenty-three and twenty-four of chapter 
two hundred and sixty-five in effect prior to July first, nineteen 
hundred and eighty-seven, or for attempt to commit a crime 
referred to in said sections, who, in his judgment, may properly 
be so removed and may at any time return such prisoners to the 
prison from whence removed.

SECTION 22. Section 90A of said chapter 127, as so
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2 appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the first sentence
3 and inserting in place thereof the following sentence: — The
4 commissioner may extend the limits of the place of confinement
5 of a committed offender at any state correctional facility by
6 authorizing such committed offender under prescribed conditions
7 to be away from such correctional facility but within the
8 commonwealth for a specified period of time, not to exceed
9 fourteen days during any twelve month period nor more than

10 seven days at any one time; provided, however, that no committed
11 offender who is serving a life sentence or a sentence in a state
12 correctional facility for violation of sections three, four, five, six,
13 seven, eleven, twelve, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen or
14 twenty to thirty-one, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-
15 five, for assault with intent to commit aggravated rape, rape,
16 statutory rape or any degree of robbery pursuant to section thirty-
17 two of said chapter two hundred and sixty-five, for a violation
18 of section seventeen, thirty-four, thirty-five, thirty-five A, or one
19 hundred and four to one hundred and seven, inclusive, of chapter
20 two hundred and seventy-two, or for a violation of section
21 thirteen, thirteen B, fourteen, fifteen, fifteen A, fifteen B, sixteen,
22 seventeen, eighteen, eighteen A, nineteen, twenty, twenty-one,
23 twenty-two, twenty-two A, twenty-three, twenty-four, twenty-
24 four B, twenty-five, or twenty-six of chapter two hundred and
25 sixty-five in effect prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-
26 seven, or for an attempt to commit any crime referred to in said
27 sections shall be eligible for temporary release under the
28 provisions of this section except on the recommendation of the
29 superintendent on behalf of a particular committed offender and
30 upon the approval of the commissioner.

1 SECTION 23. The first paragraph of section 129 of said
2 chapter 127, as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out
3 the second sentence and inserting in place thereof the following
4 sentence: — Every such prisoner whose record of conduct shows
5 that he has faithfully observed all the rules of his place of
6 confinement, and has not been subject to punishment, shall be
7 entitled to have the term of his imprisonment reduced by a
8 deduction from the maximum term for which he may be held
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9 under his sentence or sentences, which shall be determined as 

10 follows: Upon a sentence of not less than four months and less 
1 I than two years, six days for each month; upon a sentence of not
12 less than two years and less than three years, seven and one-half
13 days for each month; upon a sentence of not less than three years
14 and less than four years, ten days for each month; upon a sentence
15 of four years or more, twelve and one-half days for each month;
16 provided, however, that no prisoner serving a sentence imposed
17 for a violation of section twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-
18 three, twenty-four, or twenty-five of chapter two hundred and
19 sixty-five or for an assault with intent to commit aggravated rape,
20 rape or statutory rape pursuant to section thirty-two of said
21 chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or for a violation of section
22 thirteen B. twenty-two, twenty-two A, twenty-three, twenty-four
23 or twenty-four B of chapter two hundred and sixty-five as
24 appearing prior to July first nineteen hundred and eighty-seven,
25 or for a violation of section seventeen, thirty-five or thirty-five
26 A of chapter two hundred and seventy-two, or for an attempt to
27 commit any crime referred to in said sections shall be entitled to
28 have the term of his imprisonment under such sentence reduced
29 under the provisions of this section; provided, further, that any
30 reduction in the sentence of a prisoner imprisoned pursuant to
31 chapter two hundred and sixty-six A shall be determined in
32 accordance with the provisions of said chapter two hundred and
33 sixty-six A.

1 SECTION 24. Section 130 of said chapter 127, as so appearing,
2 is hereby amended by inserting after the word “sentence”, in line
3 16. the words: ; provided, however, that any prisoner sentenced
4 under the provisions of chapter two hundred and sixty-six A shall
5 remain subject to the jurisdiction of the parole board until the
6 expiration of his full sentence.
1 SECTION 25. Said chapter 127 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 133, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: -
4 Section 133. Parole permits may be granted by the parole
5 board to prisoners subject to its jurisdiction at such time as the
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6 board in each case may determine; provided, (a) that no prisoner
7 sentenced to the custody of the department of correction under
8 the provisions of chapter two hundred and sixty-six A shall receive
9 a parole permit unless he establishes a preponderance of the

10 evidence at a hearing before the board (i) that he has successfully
11 participated in available programs and he has successfully taken
12 advantage of opportunities to transfer to less restrictive levels of
13 custodial confinement; (ii) that he has maintained acceptance
14 standards of behavior during his incarceration; and (iii) that his
15 release would not threaten public safety; (b) that no prisoner
16 sentenced to a house of correction pursuant to chapter two
17 hundred and sixty-six A for a term of ninety days or more shall
18 receive a parole permit until he shall have served at least one-half
19 of the full sentence of imprisonment; (c) that no prisoner held
20 under a sentence containing a minimum sentence shall receive a
21 parole permit until he has served one-third of such minimum
22 sentence, but in any event not less than one year, or, if he has
23 two or more sentences to be served otherwise than currently, one-
24 third of the aggregate of the minimum terms of such several
25 sentences, but in any event no less than one year for each such
26 sentence; (d) that no prisoner held under a sentence containing
27 a minimum sentence for a crime committed while on parole or
28 for violation of section thirteen, thirteen B, fourteen, fifteen,
29 fifteen A, fifteen B, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, eighteen A,
30 nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-two A, twenty-
31 three, twenty-four, twenty-four B, twenty-five, or twenty-six of
32 chapter two hundred and sixty-five as it appeared prior to July
33 first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, or section one, two or
34 ten of chapter two hundred and sixty-six or section seventeen,
35 thirty-five, thirty-five A or one hundred and four to one hundred
36 and seven, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and seventy-two, or
37 for an attempt to commit any crime referred to in said sections,
38 shall receive a parole permit until he shall have served two-thirds
39 of such minimum sentence, but in any event not less than two
40 years, or, if he has two or more sentences to be served otherwise
41 than concurrently for offenses committed while on parole, two-
42 thirds of the aggregate of the minimum terms of such several
43 sentences, but in any event not less than two years for each such
44 sentence.
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45 Notwithstanding clauses (a) to (d) inclusive, deductions shall
46 he allowed lor blood donations as provided in section one hundred
47 twenty-nine A, deductions shall be allowed for time confined in
48 a prison camp as provided in section one hundred twenty-nine
49 C, and deductions shall be allowed for satisfactory performance
50 in programs as provided in section one hundred and twenty-nine
51 D, said deductions to reduce the term of imprisonment by
52 computing said additional deductions and subtracting the same
53 from the required term of sentence for release on parole as
54 authorized by this section, or to reduce the term of imprisonment
55 by deduction from the required term for which he may be held
56 under his sentence or sentences; provided, however, that for a
57 prisoner sentenced under the provisions of chapter two hundred
58 and sixty-six A, said minimum term prior to parole eligibility shall
59 be so reduced but the duration of the first sentence shall not be
60 so reduced.
61 Notwithstanding clauses (a) to (d) inclusive, upon the written
62 recommendation of the commissioner of correction and of the
63 superintendent of the correctional institution wherein the prisoner
64 is confined, or, in the case of a prisoner sentenced to a house of
65 correction, upon the written recommendation of the sheriff or in
66 the case of Suffolk county, the penal institutions commissioner,
67 a prisoner who is terminally ill, who has saved or assisted in the
68 saving of a human life, or who presents another extraordinary and
69 compelling reason, may upon the approval of at least four
70 members of the parole board, become eligible for special parole
71 consideration and may be given a parole permit prior to the parole
72 eligibility date specified by said clauses. Such a special parole
73 permit shall be granted by the parole board only after providing
74 written notice to the office of the district attorney for the county
75 in which the prisoner was prosecuted, the victim or victims of the
76 crime at their last known address, the attorney who represented
77 or is currently representing the prisoner with respect to such crime,
78 and the judge who imposed the sentence. This notice shall be
79 provided no later than fourteen days prior to any hearing by the
80 parole board with respect to such parole and shall inform those
81 notified that the prisoner will be considered by the parole board
82 for parole prior to his regular parole eligibility date, shall state
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83 the scheduled date for consideration by the parole board and the
84 reason the prisoner is being considered for parole, and shall advise
85 those so notified of their right to express their support or
86 opposition to such consideration in writing prior to the hearing.
87 Prior to the release of any prisoner upon special consideration
88 pursuant to this paragraph, the prisoner shall appear at a hearing
89 conducted by at least three members of the parole board, who
90 shall report their findings and recommendations to the full
91 membership of the board. No prisoner shall be released upon such
92 special consideration unless a minimum of four members of the
93 parole board vote in favor of such release. Any such prisoner
94 released upon parole shall be subject to the jurisdiction and
95 supervision of the parole board and shall be subject to such
96 conditions of parole as are deemed appropriate by the board.
97 The parole board shall at least thirty days before the first of
98 any of the following events occur, to wit, any review, hearing or
99 executive session relating to a parole decision regarding any

100 prisoner, notify in writing any district attorney who submits a
101 written request for notification of proceedings regarding said
102 prisoner, and any such district attorney may then submit written
103 recommendations to said board regarding the pending parole.
104 Failure of said official to make written recommendations shall not
105 delay the paroling procedure.

1 SECTION 26. Said chapter 127 is hereby further amended by
2 inserting after section 133B the following three sections: -
3 Section 133C. A prisoner sentenced under the provisions of
4 chapter two hundred and sixty-six A who is subsequently paroled
5 shall remain subject to the jurisdiction of the parole board until
6 the expiration of his full sentence, at which time the board shall
7 issue a certificate of discharge from parole and release from
8 further supervision. No prisoner who is returned to a correctional
9 institution by the board for conviction of an MS-1, Class A, or

10 Class B felony, as designated in chapter two hundred and sixty-
11 five, shall be eligible for reparole on the sentence from which
12 parole was originally granted.
1 SECTION 27. Chapter 147 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out the first paragraph of section 4B, as
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3 appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, and inserting in place
4 thereof the following new paragraph: —
5 Section 4B. Not less than seven days before the time set for the
6 release or discharge on parole, or otherwise, of any person
7 confined in a penal or reformatory institution of the common-
8 wealth or of any county under sentence for an assault of an
9 indecent nature under section thirteen A of chapter two hundred

10 and sixty-five as appearing prior to July first, nineteen hundred
11 and eighty-seven, or for a violation of any provision of sections
12 thirteen B or twenty-two to twenty-four, inclusive, of said chapter
13 two hundred and sixty-five as so appearing, or for a violation of
14 any provision of sections twenty to twenty-five, inclusive, of
15 chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or for assault with intent to
16 commit aggravated rape, rape, or statutory rape pursuant to
17 section thirty-two of said chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or
18 for a violation of any provision of section five, seventeen, thirty-
19 four or thirty-five of chapter two hundred and seventy-two, of so
20 much of section sixteen of said chapter two hundred and seventy-
21 two as pertains to open and gross lewdness and lascivious
22 behavior, or of so much of section fifty-three of said chapter two
23 hundred and seventy-two as pertains to lewd, wanton and
24 lascivious persons in speech or behavior or to persons guilty of
25 indecent exposure, or of any person confined in any facility, as
26 defined in section one of chapter one hundred and twenty-three,
27 or in Bridgewater state hospital, who was removed thereto after
28 conviction of a violation of any such provision or was committed
29 thereto during the pendency of a complaint or indictment for a
30 violation of any such provision, the officer in charge of such
31 institution, department or hospital, as the case may be, shall notify
32 the commissioner in writing of such intended release or discharge;
33 provided, however, that if any such person is released or
34 discharged as aforesaid under such circumstances that is not
35 possible for the officer in charge to comply with the foregoing
36 provision, he shall so notify the commissioner as soon as possible
37 that such person will be or has been released or discharged as
38 aforesaid. Upon receipt of any such notice the commissioner shall
39 furnish to the police authorities of each city and town, and to each
40 district attorney, within the commonwealth the name of the
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41 person referred to in such notice, his known aliases, if any, last
42 known address, age, height and weight, his photograph,
43 description of his fingerprints, summary of his criminal history
44 and a list of any institutions for the insane and departments for
45 defective delinquents in which he has been known to have been
46 confined, and such other information as the commissioner deems
47 necessary.

1 SECTION 28. Said chapter 147 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 51, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: —
4 Section 51. Sections fifty-one A to fifty-one D, inclusive, of
5 this chapter and section twenty-eight of chapter one hundred and
6 eighty shall not apply to any boxing or sparring match or
7 exhibition licensed under, conducted pursuant to, and in
8 accordance with sections thirty-two to forty-seven, inclusive, and
9 the rules and regulations issued under section forty-six.
1 SECTION 29. Said chapter 147 is hereby further amended by
2 inserting after section 51 the following four sections: —
3 Section 51 A. Whoever, except as provided in sections thirty-
4 two to fifty, inclusive, of this chapter by previous appointment
5 or arrangement, engages in a fight with another person shall be
6 punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than
7 five years or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars and
8 by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than two
9 and one-half years.

10 Section 5IB. Whoever except as provided in sections thirty-
11 two to fifty, inclusive, is present at such fight as an aide, second
12 or surgeon, or advises, encourages or promotes such fight shall
13 be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than
14 five years or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars and
15 by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than two
16 and one-half years.
17 Section 51C. An inhabitant or resident of the commonwealth
18 who, by previous appointment or engagement made in the same,
19 leaves the same and engages in a fight with another person outside
20 the limits thereof shall be punished by imprisonment in the state
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21 prison for not more than five years or by a fine of not more than
22 five thousand dollars.
23 Section 5ID. Whoever, except as provided in sections thirty-
24 two to fifty, inclusive, engages in or gives or promotes a public
25 boxing match or sparring exhibition, or engages in a private
26 boxing match or sparring exhibition, for which the contestants
27 have received or have been promised any pecuniary reward,
28 remuneration or consideration whatsoever, directly or indirectly,
29 shall be punished by a fine of not more than two hundred dollars
30 or by imprisonment for not more than three months, or both.

1 SECTION 30. Subsection 9 of section 4 of chapter 151B of the
2 General Laws, as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby
3 amended by striking out clause (ii) and inserting in place thereof
4 the following clause: —
5 (ii) a first conviction for any of the following misdemeanors:
6 drunkenness, simple assault, assault in the third degree, speeding,
7 minor traffic violations, affray, or disturbance of the peace, or.
1 SECTION 31. Section 2 of chapter 151C of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out clause (f), and
3 inserting in place thereof the following clause: —
4 (f) To request any information, to make or keep a record of
5 such information, to use any form of application or application
6 blank which requests information or to exclude or limit or
7 otherwise discriminate against any person by reason of his or her
8 failure to furnish information through a written application or
9 oral inquiry or otherwise regarding: (i) an arrest, detention, or

10 disposition regarding any violation of the law in which no
11 conviction resulted or in which a conviction has been vacated, or
12 (ii) a first conviction for any of the following misdemeanors:
13 drunkenness, simple assault, assault in the third degree, speeding,
14 minor traffic violations, affray or disturbance of the peace, or (iii)
15 any conviction of a misdemeanor where such conviction occurred
16 more than five years prior to the date of such application for
17 admission, unless the applicant was sentenced to imprisonment
18 upon conviction of such misdemeanor, or such individual has been 
■ 19 convicted of any offense within the five years’ period.
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1 SECTION 32. Section 104 of chapter 159 of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby further amended by striking out the
3 first sentence and inserting in place thereof the following
4 sentence: — Whoever wilfully throws or shoots a missile at a
5 locomotive engine, or railroad or railway car or train, or at a
6 motor bus or trackless trolley vehicle, or at a school bus, or at
7 a person on such engine, car, train, motor bus or trackless trolley
8 vehicle or school bus, or commits an assault and battery in any
9 degree, assault in any degree upon, or in any way interferes with,

10 a conductor, engineer, brakeman, motorman or operator while
11 in the performance of his duty on or near such engine, car, train,
12 motor bus or trackless trolley vehicle, or school bus, shall be
13 punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or by
14 imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.
1 SECTION 33. Section 6 of chapter 209A of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the second
3 paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph: —
5 The notice as required in clause (3) of section six shall consist
6 of handing such person a copy of the following statement written
7 in English and Spanish and reading the same to such person in
8 English.
9 “You have the right to go to the superior, probate, and family,

10 district or Boston municipal court if you reside within the
11 appropriate jurisdiction, and file a complaint requesting any of
12 the following applicable orders: (a) an order restraining your
13 attacker from abusing you; (b) an order directing your attacker
14 to leave your household; (c) an order awarding you custody of
15 a minor child; (d) an order directing your attacker to pay support
16 for you or any minor child in custody if the attacker has a legal
17 obligation to support them; and (e) an order directing your
18 attacker to pay you for losses suffered as a result of the abuse,
19 including medical and moving expenses, loss of earnings or
20 support, attorneys fees and other out-of-pocket losses for injuries
21 sustained.
22 “For an emergency on weekends, holidays or weeknights, you
23 should contact the police, who will refer you to a justice of the
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24 superior, probate and family, district or Boston municipal court
25 departments.
26 “You have the right to go to the appropriate district court or
27 the Boston municipal court, and seek a criminal complaint for
28 threats, any degree of assault and battery, assault with intent to
29 murder, assault with intent to kill or other related offenses.
30 “If you are in need of medical treatment, you have the right to
31 request that the officer present drive you to the nearest hospital
32 or otherwise assist you in obtaining medical treatment.
33 “If you believe that police protection is needed for your physi-
34 cal safety, you have the right to request that the officer present
35 remain at the scene until you and your children can leave or until
36 your safety is otherwise insured.”

1 SECTION 34. Section 6 of chapter 210 of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the first
3 paragraph, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph:
5 If the court is satisfied of the identity and relations of the
6 persons, and that the petitioner is of sufficient ability to bring up
7 the child and provide suitable support and education for it, and
8 that the child should be adopted, it should make a decree, by,
9 which, except as regards succession to property, all rights, duties 

10 and other legal consequences of the natural relation of child and 
I 1 parent shall thereafter exist between the child and the petitioner
12 and his kindred, and such rights, duties and legal consequences
13 shall, except as regards marriage, incest or cohabitation, terminate
14 between the child so adopted and his natural parents and kindred
15 or any previous adopting parent; but such decree shall not place
16 the adopting parent or adopted child in any relation to any person,
17 except each other, different from that before existing as regards
18 marriage, or as regards incest or other sexual crime committed
19 by either or both. The court may also decree such change of name
20 as the petitioner may request. If the person so adopted is of full
21 age, he shall not be freed by such decree from the obligations
22 i mposed by section six of chapter one hundred and seventeen and
23 section twenty of chapter two hundred and seventy-three.
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1 SECTION 35. Chapter 218 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 26, as so appearing, and inserting
3 in place thereof the following section: —
4 Section 26. The district court department and the municipal
5 court of the city of Boston shall have original jurisdiction,
6 concurrent with the superior court, of the following offenses,
7 complaint of which shall be brought in the division of the district
8 court department, or in the Boston municipal court department,
9 as the case may be, within which judicial district the offense was

10 allegedly committed or is otherwise made punishable: all
11 violations of by-laws, orders, ordinances, rules and regulations,
12 made by cities, towns and public officers; all misdemeanors except
13 libels; all felonies punishable by imprisonment in the state prison
14 for not more than five years; all Class D, Class E, and Class F
15 felonies as defined in chapter two hundred and sixty-five,
16 punishment for which is provided for in chapter two hundred and
17 sixty-six A; the crimes listed in paragraph (a) of section twenty-four
18 G of chapter ninety, in sections sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nine-
19 teen, twenty-eight, forty-nine and one hundred and twenty-seven of
20 chapter two hundred and sixty-six; and in sections one hundred
21 and four and one hundred and five of chapter two hundred and
22 seventy-two, and the crimes of malicious destruction of personal
23 property under section one hundred and twenty-seven of chapter
24 two hundred and sixty-six, escape or attempt to escape from any
25 penal institution, forgery of a promissory note or an order for
26 money or other property, and an uttering as true of such a forged
27 note or order, knowing the same to be forged. They shall have
28 jurisdiction of proceedings referred to them under the provisions of
29 section four A of chapter two hundred and eleven.
1 SECTION 36. Chapter 218 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 27A the following section:
3 Section 27B. Each division of the district court department
4 shall have jurisdiction to hold a sentence review session for the
5 purpose of reviewing sentences imposed in the several divisions
6 and appealed pursuant to the provisions of chapter two hundred
7 and sixty-six A. The Boston municipal court department shall
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8 have jurisdiction to hold a sentence review session for the purpose
9 of reviewing sentences imposed in said Boston municipal court 

10 department or in the divisions of the district court department in 
1 1 Suffolk county, and so appealed.
12 The administrative justice of the district court department shall
13 designate at least one division in each county for the purpose of
14 hearing such appeals; except that appeals from divisions within
15 Suffolk county shall be held in such divisions in Suffolk county
16 or in the Boston municipal court department, or in such divisions
17 the judicial districts of which adjoin Suffolk county, as said
18 administrative justice shall designate; and appeals in the division
19 for Dukes county and Nantucket county shall be held in such
20 counties or in Barnstable county or Bristol county as said
21 administrative justice shall designate.
22 Each sentence review session shall be conducted by one or more
23 justices to be designated from time to time by the administrative
24 justices of the district court department and the Boston municipal
25 court department for sentence review sessions held in their
26 respective departments. Each sentence review session shall sit to
27 hear such appeals at such times and places as said administrative
28 justices shall determine. One justice shall constitute a quorum to
29 decide all matters before the sentence review session. No justice
30 shall sit or act on an appeal from a sentence imposed by him.

1 SECTION 36A. Chapter 220 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 3, as appearing in the 1984
3 Official Edition, and inserting in place thereof the following
4 section: -
5 Section 3. The justices of the supreme judicial court and of the
6 superior court, justices and special justices of district courts, by
7 virtue of their offices, and justices of the peace shall be
8 conservators of the peace throughout the commonwealth and as
9 such may, upon view of an affray, riot, assault in any degree, or

10 assault and battery in any degree, without a warrant in writing, 
I 1 command the assistance of every sheriff, deputy sheriff, constable
12 and police officer and of all other persons present lor its
13 suppression and for the arrest of all persons concerned therein
14 as provided in chapters two hundred and seventy-five and two
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15 hundred and seventy-six. Persons so arrested shall be taken before
16 the district court or trial justice for examination.
1 SECTION 37. Chapter 233 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 20D, as so appearing, and
3 inserting in place thereof the following section: —
4 Section 20D. A witness called to testify before a grand jury
5 may, in the manner provided in section twenty E, be granted
6 immunity in any proceeding or investigation involving the
7 following crimes: abortion, arson, assault and battery in any
8 degree, assault in any degree, assault with intent to commit
9 murder, assault with intent to kill, breaking and entering a

10 dwelling house or other building, bribery, burning of a building
11 or dwelling house or other property, burglary, counterfeiting,
12 deceptive advertising, electronic eavesdropping, embezzlement,
13 extortion, firearm violations, forgery, fraudulent personal injury
14 and property damage claims, violation of the gaming laws, gun
15 registration violations, intimidation of a witness or of a juror,
16 insurance law violations, kidnapping in any degree, larceny,
17 lending of money or thing of value in violation of the General
18 Laws, liquor law violations, mayhem, murder, violation of the
19 narcotic or harmful drug laws, perjury, prostitution, violations of
20 environmental control laws (pollution), violations of conflicts of
21 interest laws, violations of consumer protection laws, pure food
22 and drug law violations, receiving stolen property, robbery in any
23 degree, subornation of perjury, uttering, being an accessory to any
24 of the foregoing offenses and conspiracy or attempt or solicitation
25 to commit any of the foregoing offenses.

1 SECTION 37A. Chapter 233 of the General Laws, as
2 appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 striking out said section and inserting in place thereof the
4 following new section:
5 Section 21. The conviction of a witness of a crime may be
6 shown to affect his credibility except as follows:
7 First, the record of his conviction of a misdemeanor shall not
8 be shown for such purpose after five years from the date on which
9 sentence said conviction was imposed, unless he has subsequently
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been convicted of a crime within five years of the time of his 
testifying.

Second, the record of his conviction of a felony, other than 
a felony made punishable by chapter two hundred and sixty-six 
A, upon which no sentence was imposed or a sentence was 
imposed and the execution thereof suspended, or upon which a 
fine only was imposed, or a sentence to a reformatory prison, jail 
or house of correction, shall not be shown for such purpose after 
ten years from the date of conviction, if no sentence was imposed, 
or from the date on which sentence on said conviction was 
imposed, whether the execution thereof was suspended or not, 
unless he had subsequently been convicted of a crime within ten 
years of the time of his testifying. For the purpose of this 
paragraph, a plea of guilty or a finding or verdict of guilty shall 
constitute a conviction within the meaning of this section.

Third, the records of his conviction of a felony, other than a 
felony made punishable by chapter two hundred and sixty-six A, 
upon which a state prison sentence was imposed shall not be 
shown for such purpose after ten years from the date of expiration 
of the minimum term of imprisonment imposed by the court, 
unless he has subsequently been convicted of a crime within ten 
years of the time of his testifying.

Fourth, the record of his conviction for a traffic violation upon 
which a fine only was imposed shall not be shown for such purpose 
unless he has been convicted for another crime or crimes within 
five years of the time of his testifying.

Fifth, the record of his conviction of a felony made punishable 
by chapter two hundred and sixty-six A shall not be shown for 
such purpose after ten years from the date of the expiration of 
the term of the full sentence, unless he has subsequently been 
convicted of a crime within ten years of the time of the testifying. 
For the purpose of this paragraph, a plea of guilty or a tinding 
or verdict of guilty shall constitute conviction within the meaning 
of this section.

For the purpose of this section, any period during which the 
defendant was a fugitive from justice shall be excluded in 
determining time limitations under the provisions of this section.

SECTION 38. Said chapter 233 is hereby further amended by
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2 striking out section 2IB, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: —
4 Section 21B. Evidence of the reputation of a victim’s sexual
5 conduct shall not be admissible in any investigation or proceeding
6 before a grand jury or any court of the commonwealth for a
7 violation of sections twenty to twenty-five, inclusive, of chapter
8 two hundred and sixty-five, for assault with intent to commit
9 aggravated rape, rape or statutory rape pursuant to section thirty-

10 two of said chapter two hundred and sixty-five, for a violation
11 of section thirteen B, thirteen F, thirteen H, twenty-two, twenty-
12 two A, twenty-three, twenty-four or twenty-four B of chapter two
13 hundred and sixty-five as appearing prior to July first, nineteen
14 hundred and eighty-seven, or for a violation of section five of
15 chapter two hundred and seventy-two. Evidence of specific
16 instances of a victim’s sexual conduct in such an investigation or
17 proceeding shall not be admissible except evidence of the victim’s
18 sexual conduct with the defendant or evidence of recent conduct
19 of the victim alleged to be the cause of any physical feature,
20 characteristic, or condition of the victim; provided, however, that
21 such evidence shall be admissible only after an in-camera hearing
22 on a written motion for admission of the same and an offer of
23 proof. If, after said hearing, the court finds that the weight and
24 relevancy of said evidence is sufficient to outweigh its prejudicial
25 effect to the victim, the evidence shall be admitted; otherwise not.
26 If the proceeding is a trial with jury, said hearing shall be held
27 in the absence of the jury. The finding of the court shall be in
28 writing and filed but shall not be made available to the jury.
1 SECTION 39. Chapter 234 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 1 A, as so appearing, and inserting
3 in place thereof the following section: —
4 Section 1A. If at any time it appears that the public interest
5 will be served by excusing any person from jury service, or if the
6 performance thereof will impose undue hardship or unusual
7 inconvenience upon any person, the judge presiding at the court
8 or the clerk/magistrate of the court to which the juror has been
9 called for service may excuse such person from jury duty.

10 No person shall be required to serve in the trial of any
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I I prosecution under sections twenty to twenty-five, inclusive, of
12 chapter two hundred and sixty-five, sections twenty-two to
13 twenty-four, inclusive of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, as
14 appearing prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven,
15 or under sections one to thirty-five, inclusive, of chapter two
16 hundred and seventy-two if, upon the representation of such
17 person, it appears to the presiding justice that such person would
18 be likely to be embarrassed by hearing the testimony or by
19 discussing the same in the jury room.
1 SECTION 40. Section 11 of chapter 264 of the General Laws,
2 as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the first
3 sentence and inserting in place thereof the following sentence: —
4 Whoever by speech or by exhibition, distribution or promulgation
5 of any written or printed document, paper or pictorial
6 representation advocates, advises, counsels or incites an assault
7 in any degree or an attempt thereof upon any public official, or
8 the killing of any person, or the unlawful destruction of real or
9 personal property, or the overthrow by force or violence or other 

10 unlawful means of the government of the commonwealth, shall
II be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than
12 three years or in jail for not more than two and one-half years,
13 or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars; provided,
14 however, that this section shall not be construed as reducing the
15 penalty now imposed for the violation of any law.

1 SECTION 41. Chapter 265 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 1, as so appearing, and inserting
3 in place thereof the following section: -
4 Section 1. Murder committed with deliberately premeditated
5 malice aforethought, or with extreme atrocity or cruelty, or in the
6 commission or attempted commission of the crimes of kidnapping
7 in the first degree, robbery in the first degree, robbery in the second
8 degree, robbery in the third degree, aggravated rape, rape, assault
9 in the first degree, arson, or an act prohibited by section fourteen 

10 of chapter two hundred and sixty-six is murder in the first degree. 
I I Murder committed in the commission or attempted commission 
12 of robbery in the fourth degree, assault with intent to commit rape
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13 or any felony punishable by life imprisonment, when committed
14 under circumstances demonstrating conscious disregard for
15 human life, is murder in the first degree. Murder committed in
16 the commission or attempted commission of any other felony,
17 when committed under circumstances demonstrating conscious
18 disregard for human life, is murder in the second degree. Murder
19 which does not appear to be in the first degree is murder in the
20 second degree. The degree of murder shall be found by the jury.
21 Murder shall be punished as provided in section two.

1 SECTION 42. Said chapter 265 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out sections 3 to 39, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following sections: —
4 Section 3. A person is guilty of manslaughter in the first degree
5 if he commits voluntary manslaughter. Voluntary manslaughter
6 is a Class MS-1 felony; provided, however, that if a person commits
7 manslaughter while violating any of the provisions of sections one
8 hundred and one to one hundred and two B, inclusive, of chapter
9 two hundred and sixty-six, the presumptive sentence shall be the

10 maximum imprisonment allowed under the provisions of section
11 two of chapter two hundred and sixty-six A.
12 Section 4. A person is guilty of manslaughter in the second
13 degree if he commits involuntary manslaughter. Manslaughter in
14 the second degree is a Class MS-2 felony.
15 Section 4A. Unless a different meaning clearly appears from
16 the context, the following terms, whenever used in this chapter,
17 shall have the following meanings: —
18 “Bodily Injury”, physical pain, illness or any impairment of
19 physical condition.
20 “Serious Bodily Injury”, bodily injury which creates a
21 substantial risk of death or which involves either total disability
22 or the loss or substantial impairment of some bodily function for
23 a substantial period of time.
24 Section 5. A person is guilty of mayhem if he, with malicious
25 intent to maim or disfigure, cuts out or maims the tongue, puts
26 out or destroys an eye, cuts or tears off an ear, cuts, slits or
27 mutilates the nose or lip, or cuts off or disables a limb or member,
28 of another person. Whoever is privy to such intent, or is present
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and aids in the commission of such crime, or whoever, with intent 
to maim or disfigure, assaults another person with a dangerous 
weapon, substance or chemical, and by such assault disfigures, 
cripples or inflicts serious or permanent bodily injury upon such 
person, and whoever is privy to such intent, or is present and aids 
in the commission or such crime shall also be guilty of mayhem. 
Mayhem is a Class B felony.

Section 6. A person is guilty of assault and battery in the first 
degree if in the commission of an assault and battery he 
intentionally causes serious bodily injury.

Assault and battery in the first degree is a Class B felony.
Section 6A. A person is guilty of assault and battery in the 

second degree if while armed with a dangerous weapon in the 
commission of an assault and battery he causes serious bodily 
injury.

Assault and battery in the second degree is a Class C felony.
Section 7. A person is guilty of assault and battery in the third 

degree if that assault and battery is:
(1) committed by means of a dangerous weapon; or
(2) committed upon one who the defendant knows, or has good 

reason to believe, is a police officer, firefighter, correction officer, 
sheriff, deputy sheriff, court officer, parole officer, parole 
supervisor, constable, an employee of the department of social 
services, an employee of the registry of motor vehicles having 
police powers, a public school teacher, a public school 
similar to a teacher or administrator, any person ina public school 
system having duties similar to a teacher or administrator, an 
emergency medical technician, an ambulance operator, an ambu
lance attendant, or a bus, trackless trolley, rail, or rapid transit 
motor man, operator, gateman. guard or collector, when any such 
person is engaged in the performance of his duty at the time of such 
assault and battery, and in the commission of that assault and bat
tery, he causes bodily injury; or

(3) committed upon another for the purpose of collecting a 
loan; or

(4) committed while unarmed and in the commission of that 
assault and battery he causes serious bodily injury.

Assault and battery in the third degree is a Class D felony.
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67 Section 8. A person is guilty of assault and battery in the fourth
68 degree if in the commission of that assault and battery he causes
69 bodily injury.
70 Assault and battery in the fourth degree is a Class F felony.
71 Section 9. A person is guilty of assault and battery in the fifth
72 degree if that assault and battery is committed upon one who the
73 defendant knows, or has good reason to believe, is a police officer,
74 firefighter, correction officer, sheriff, deputy sheriff, court officer,
75 parole officer, parole supervisor, constable, an employee of the
76 department of social services, an employee of the registry of motor
77 vehicles having police powers, a public school teacher, a public
78 school administrator, any person in a public school system having
79 duties similar to a teacher or administrator, an emergency medical
80 technician, an ambulance operator, an ambulance attendant, or
81 a bus, trackless trolley, rail, or rapid transit motor van, operator,
82 gateman, guard or collector, when any such person is engaged in
83 the performance of his duty at the time of such assault and battery.
84 Assault and battery in the fifth degree is a Class A misdemeanor.
85 Section 10. A person is guilty of assault and battery in the sixth
86 degree if he commits an assault and battery.
87 Assault and battery in the sixth degree is a Class B
88 misdemeanor.
89 Section 11. A person is guilty of assault in the first degree if
90 that person being armed with a dangerous weapon enters the
91 dwelling house of another and while therein assaults another with
92 intent to commit a felony.
93 Assault in the first degree is a Class B felony.
94 Section 12. A person is guilty of assault in the second degree
95 if that person commits an assault upon another by means of a
96 dangerous weapon.
97 Assault in the second degree is a Class E felony.
98 Section 14. A person is guilty of assault in the third degree if
99 that person commits an assault.

100 Assault in the third degree is a Class B misdemeanor.
101 Section 15. A person is guilty of extortion if that person,
102 verbally or by a written or printed communication, maliciously
103 threatens to accuse another of a crime or offense, or by a verbal
104 or written or printed communication maliciously threatens an
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105 injury to the person or property of another, or, if that person,
106 being a police officer, a person having the powers of a police
107 officer or an officer or employee of any licensing authority,
108 verbally or by written or printed communication maliciously and
109 unlawfully uses or threatens to use against another the power or
110 authority vested in him, with intent thereby to extort money or 
1 11 any pecuniary advantage, or with intent to compel any person to
112 do any act against his will.
113 Extortion is a Class D felony.
114 Section 15. A person is guilty of kidnapping in the first degree 
1 15 if that person intentionally and without lawful authority, forcibly
116 or secretly confines, sends or carries to any place another person
117 against his will:
118 (1) with intent to hold him for ransom or reward; or
119 (2) with intent to use him as a shield or hostage; or
120 (3) with intent to inflict bodily injury upon or rape or sexually
121 abuse him; or
122 (4) under circumstances that knowingly expose him to a risk
123 of serious bodily injury; or
124 (5) by knowingly endangering or threatening to endanger the
125 safety of another human being.
126 Kidnapping in the first degree is a Class A felony.
127 Section 16. A person is guilty of kidnapping in the second
128 degree if that person intentionally and without lawful authority,
129 forcibly or secretly confines, sends, or carries to any place another
130 person against his will.
131 Kidnapping in the second degree is a Class C felony.
132 Section 17. A person is guilty of kidnapping in the third degree
133 if that person, not being a relative, knowingly and without lawful
134 authority holds, with the intent to do so permanently or for a
135 protracted period, a child who has not attained the age of eighteen;
136 or takes or entices such child away from his lawful custodian; or
137 takes or entices from lawful custody any incompetent person or
138 other person entrusted by authority of law to the custody of
139 another person or institution; and commits such acts as described
140 herein under circumstances which expose the person so held,
141 taken, or enticed to a risk which endangers his safety.
142 Kidnapping in the third degree is a Class D felony.
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143 Section 18. A person is guilty of custodial interference in the
144 first degree if that person, being a relative of a child who has not
145 attained the age of eighteen, knowingly and without lawful
146 authority holds such child with the intent to do so permanently
147 or for a protracted period; or being a relative of a child who has
148 not attained the age of eighteen, takes or entices such child away
149 from his lawful custodian; or being a relative of any incompetent
150 person or other person entrusted by authority of law to the
151 custody of another person or institution takes or entices such
152 incompetent or other person from lawful custody; and commits
153 such offenses described herein under circumstances which expose
154 tlie child or person so held, taken, or enticed to a risk which
155 endangers his safety.
156 Custodial interference in the first degree is a Class E felony.
157 Section 19. A person is guilty of custodial interference in the
158 second degree if that person, being a relative of a child who has
159 not attained the age of eighteen, knowingly and without lawful
160 authority holds such child with the intent to do so permanently
161 or for a protracted period; or being a relative of a child who has
162 not reached the age of eighteen, takes or entices such child away
163 from his lawful custodian; or being a relative of any incompetent
164 person or other person entrusted by authority of law to the
165 custody of another person or institution takes or entices such
166 incompetent or other person from lawful custody.
167 Custodial interference in the second degree is a Class F felony.
168 Section 20. A person is guilty of aggravated rape if that person
169 has sexual intercourse with a person and compels such person to
170 submit by force and against his will, or by threat of bodily injury
171 to that person or to another; and such sexual intercourse or
172 unnatural sexual intercourse results or is committed in
173 conjunction with acts resulting in serious bodily injury, is
174 committed by joint enterprise, is committed by a person who uses
175 or displays a dangerous weapon, or is committed during the
176 commission or attempted commission of an assault and battery
177 in the third degree when committed under the circumstances
178 stated in clause (1) of section seven, an assault and battery in the
179 fourth degree, an assault in the first degree, an assault in the
180 second degree, a kidnapping in the first degree, a kidnapping in
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181 the second degree, a robbery in the first degree, a robbery in the
182 second degree, a robbery in the third degree or a robbery in the
183 fourth degree or an offense defined in section fourteen, fifteen,
184 sixteen, seventeen or eighteen of chapter two hundred and sixty-
185 six, section ten of chapter two hundred and sixty-nine, or section
186 one hundred and four, one hundred and five, one hundred and
187 six or one hundred and seven of chapter two hundred and seventy-
188 two.
189 Aggravated rape is a Class A felony.
190 Section 21. A person is guilty of rape if that person has sexual
191 intercourse or unnatural sexual intercourse with a person and he
192 compels such person to submit by force and against his will, or
193 by threat of bodily injury to that person or to another.
194 Rape is a Class B felony.
195 Section 22. A person is guilty of statutory rape if that person
196 has sexual intercourse or unnatural sexual intercourse with a
197 person, not his spouse, who has not attained the age of sixteen.
198 Statutory rape is a Class C felony.
199 Section 23. A person is guilty of indecent assault and battery
200 in the first degree if that person commits an indecent assault and
201 battery on any person by force or by threat of bodily injury to
202 that person or to another; and such indecent assault and battery
203 results in or is committed in conjunction with acts resulting in
204 serious bodily injury, or is committed by a person who uses or
205 displays a dangerous weapon, or is committed during the
206 commission or attempted commission of an assault in the first
207 degree, an assault in the second degree, a kidnapping in the first
208 degree, a kidnapping in the second degree, a robbery in the third
209 degree, a robbery in the fourth degree, or a violation of section
210 fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen or eighteen of chapter two 
21 1 hundred and sixty-six, section ten of chapter two hundred and
212 sixty-nine, or section one hundred and four, one hundred and five,
213 one hundred and six or one hundred and seven of chapter two
214 hundred and seventy-two.
215 Indecent assault and battery in the first degree is a Class B
216 felony.
217 Section 24. A person is guilty of indecent assault and battery
218 in the second degree if that person commits an indecent battery
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219 on any person who has not attained the age of fourteen, whether
220 or not such person consents or fails to resist the indecent assault
221 and battery.
222 Indecent assault and battery in the second degree is a Class D
223 felony.
224 Section 25. A person is guilty of indecent assault and battery
225 in the third degree if that person commits an indecent battery,
226 or if that person commits an indecent assault and battery upon
227 a mentally retarded person knowing such person to be mentally
228 retarded, whether or not such mentally retarded person consents
229 or fails to resist the indecent assault and battery.
230 Indecent assault and battery in the third degree is a Class E
231 felony.
232 Section 26. A person is guilty of robbery in the first degree if
233 that person, while being masked or disguised or having his features
234 artificially distorted and while being armed with a dangerous
235 weapon, steals or takes any property which may be the subject
236 of larceny, as defined in paragraph two of section thirty of chapter
237 two hundred and sixty-six, from the person of another by force
238 or by threat of force and in the course of the commission or
239 attempted commission of the offense causes bodily injury.
240 Robbery in the first degree is a Class A felony.
241 Section 27. A person is guilty of robbery in the second degree
242 if that person robs, steals or takes by force or by threat of force,
243 any property which may be the subject of larceny, as defined in
244 paragraph two of section thirty of chapter two hundred and sixty-
245 six, from the person of another, and
246 (1) is masked or disguised or has his features artificially
247 distorted and is armed with a dangerous weapon; or
248 (2) is armed with a dangerous weapon and in the course of the
249 commission or attempted commission of the offense causes bodily
250 injury; or
251 (3) is armed with a firearm as defined in section one hundred
252 and twenty-one of chapter one hundred and forty.
253 Robbery in the second degree is a Class B felony.
254 Section 28. A person is guilty of robbery in the third degree
255 if that person is armed with a dangerous weapon and robs, steals
256 or takes, by force or threat of force, any property which may be
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257 the subject of larceny, as defined in paragraph two of section thirty
258 of chapter two hundred and sixty-six, from the person of another.
259 Robbery in the third degree is a Class C felony.
260 Section 29. A person is guilty of robbery in the fourth degree
261 if that person robs, steals or takes any property which may be
262 the subject of larceny, as defined in paragraph two of section thirty
263 of chapter two hundred and sixty-six, from the person of another
264 by force or by threat of force.
265 Robbery in the fourth degree is a Class D felony.
266 Section 30. A person is guilty of assault with intent to commit
267 murder if that person commits any degree of assault upon another
268 with intent to commit murder.
269 Assault with intent to commit murder is a Class 3 felony.
270 Section 31. A person is guilty of assault with intent to kill if
271 that person commits any degree of assault upon another with
272 intent to kill.
273 Assault with intent to kill is a Class C felony.
274 Section 32. A person is guilty of assault with intent to commit
275 a felony if that person commits any degree of assault or any degree
276 of assault and battery upon another with intent to commit a
277 felony.
278 Assault with intent to commit a felony is an offense classified
279 as one grade less serious than the classification of the felony
280 intended, and is a lesser included offense of the felony so intended,
281 except as provided in section thirty and thirty-one of this chapter
282 or as otherwise provided in law.
283 Section 33. A person is guilty of criminal violation of civil
284 rights in the first degree if that person, whether or not acting under
285 color of law, by force of threat of force:
286 (A) willfully injures, intimidates or interferes with, or attempts
287 to injure, intimidate or interfere with, or oppresses or threatens
288 any other person in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right
289 or privilege secured to him by the constitution or laws of the
290 commonwealth or by the constitution or laws of the United States;
291 and
292 (B) causes bodily injury.
293 Criminal violation of civil rights in the first degree is a Class
294 C felony.
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295 Section 34. A person is guilty of criminal violation of civil
296 rights in the second degree if that person, whether or not acting
297 under color of law, by force of threat of force, willfully injures,
298 intimidates or interferes with, or attempts to injure, intimidate or
299 interfere with or oppresses or threatens any other person in the
300 free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him
301 by the constitution or laws of the commonwealth or by the
302 constitution or laws of the United States.
303 Criminal violation of civil rights in the second degree is a Class
304 F felony.
305 Section 35. A person is guilty of criminal violation of civil
306 rights with intent to intimidate if that person commits any degree
307 of the crimes of assault or assault and battery upon another or
308 damages the property of another with intent to intimidate such
309 person because of such person’s race, sex, color, religion, or
310 national origin.
311 Criminal violation of civil rights with intent to intimidate is a
312 Class F felony; provided, however, that for the purpose of
313 imposing a fine, a person convicted under this section shall be
314 subject to a fine as provided in chapter two hundred and sixty-
315 six A for a Class F felony or not more than three times the value
316 of the property destroyed or damaged, whichever is greater.
317 Section 36. The crime of kidnapping in the first degree,
318 kidnapping in the second degree, or kidnapping in the third degree
319 may be tried in the county where committed or in any county in
320 or to which the person so kidnapped is confined, held, carried or
321 brought; and upon the trial of any such crime, the consent thereto
322 of the person so kidnapped shall not be a defense unless the jury
323 finds that such consent was not obtained by fraud, or extorted
324 by duress or threats.
325 Section 37. The crimes of custodial interference in the first
326 degree and custodial interference in the second degree may be tried
327 in the county where committed or in a county in or to which the
328 person so taken is held, carried, or brought.
329 Section 38. A person who is charged with violating any
330 provision of sections twenty to twenty-five, inclusive, or of section
331 five of chapter two hundred and seventy-two may, if the person
332 against whom said crime is alleged to have been committed has
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333 been conveyed from one county or judicial district into another,
334 be prosecuted and punished in either county or judicial district.

1 SECTION 43. Chapter 266 of the General laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 21, as so appearing, and inserting
3 in place thereof the following section:
4 Section 21. Whoever, having been convicted, either as a
5 principal or accessory, of burglary, or of any of the crimes
6 described in sections twenty-six to twenty-nine, inclusive, of
7 chapter two hundred and sixty-five, or any of the crimes defined
8 in sections seventeen, eighteen, eighteen A, nineteen, twenty or
9 twenty-one of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, as appearing 

10 prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, or of
I 1 breaking and entering or of entering a building with intent to
12 commit robbery or larceny, has in his possession or control
13 money, goods, bonds, or bank notes, or any paper of value, or
14 any property of another, which was obtained or taken by means
15 of such crime, and upon being requested by the lawful owner
16 thereof to deliver the same to him, refuses or fails to do so while
17 having power to deliver the same, shall be punished by
18 imprisonment in the state prison for not more than five years or
19 in jail or house of correction for not more than two years.
1 SECTION 44. Said chapter 266 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 127B, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section:
4 Section 127B. Any person incurring injury to his person or
5 damage or loss to his property as a result of conduct in violation
6 of section one hundred and twenty-seven A or of sections thirty-
7 three to thirty-five, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-
8 five or of section thirty-nine of said chapter two hundred and
9 sixty-five, as appearing prior to July first, nineteen hundred and 

10 eighty-seven, shall have a civil action to secure injunctive relief,
II special and general damages, reasonable attorney fees and costs
12 against the person whose conduct has violated any of said sections.
13 In any such action the burden of proof shall be the same as in
14 other civil actions for similar relief. Notwithstanding any other
15 provision of law to the contrary, the parent or legal guardian of
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16 an unemancipated minor child shall be liable for any judgment
17 rendered against such minor under the provisions of this section.
1 SECTION 45. The General Laws are hereby amended by
2 inserting after chapter 266 the following chapter: —

5 Section 1. A sentence shall be imposed, in accordance with this
6 chapter, upon each person who is found guilty of or who pleads
7 guilty to a violation of any provision of chapter two hundred and
8 sixty-five, unless otherwise provided by law. A sentence shall
9 consist of imprisonment, probation, fine, or any combination of

10 such dispositions as required or allowed under the provisions of
11 this chapter.
12 A prosecution commenced for an offense for which sentencing
13 is provided by this chapter shall not be placed on file or continued
14 without a finding or be disposed of by pretrial probation under
15 section eighty-seven of chapter two hundred and seventy-six
16 except as provided in section fifteen. The imposition of sentence
17 shall not be suspended nor shall the execution of such sentence
18 be suspended, except as provided in said section fifteen.
19 Section 2. The maximum sentence and the presumptive
20 imprisonment range for each class of crime shall be:
21 (l)(a) The maximum sentence for a Class MS-1 felony shall not
22 be greater than twenty-seven years.
23 (b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class MS-1
24 felony shall be imprisonment for seven to fourteen years.
25 (2)(a) The maximum sentence for a Class MS-2 felony shall not
26 be greater than fifteen years.
27 (b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class MS-2
28 felony shall be imprisonment from three to seven years.
29 (3)(a) The maximum sentence for a Class A felony shall not
30 be greater than twenty-seven years.
31 (b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class B felony
32 shall be imprisonment for nine years to fourteen years.
33 (4)(a) The maximum sentence for a Class B felony shall not
34 be greater than twenty years.

3
4

CHAPTER 266A. 
SENTENCING OF OFFENDERS.
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(b) I he presump'ive imprisonment range for a Class B felony 

shall be imprisonment from five years to nine years.
(5) (a) The maximum sentence for a Class C felony shall not 

be greater than fifteen years.
(b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class C felony 

shall be imprisonment from two years to five years.
(6) (a) The maximum sentence for a class D felony shall not be 

greater than ten years.
(b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class D felony 

shall be imprisonment for one year to two and one-half years.
(7) (a) The maximum sentence for a Class E felony shall not 

be greater than five years.
(b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class E felony 

shall be imprisonment from eight months to fourteen months.
(8) (a) The maximum sentence for a Class F felony shall not 

be greater than three years.
(b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class F felony 

shall be imprisonment from three months to eight months.
(9) (a) The maximum sentence for a Class A misdemeanor shall 

not be greater than one year.
(b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class A 

misdemeanor shall be imprisonment for sixty to one hundred
days.

(10) (a) The maximum sentence for a Class B misdemeanor 
shall not be greater than six months.

(b) The presumptive imprisonment range for a Class B 
misdemeanor shall be imprisonment from twenty days to sixty 
days.

Persons sentenced to imprisonment for two and one-half years 
or less shall be committed to a jail or house of correction; 
provided, however, that any person convicted of a Class C felony 
shall be committed to the custody of the department of correction 
unless the sentencing judge provides for punishment below the 
presumptive range. Persons sentenced to imprisonment for more 
than two and one-half years shall be committed to the custody 
of the department of correction. Nothing in this section shall be 
construed as altering or abridging the power of the commissioner 
of correction to transfer prisoners pursuant to section ninety- 
seven of chapter one hundred and twenty-seven.
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74 Section 3. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections two, six,
75 and seven, the judge may impose, in lieu of a sentence of
76 imprisonment, either a sentence of standard or intensive
77 probation, as defined in section ten, as follows:
78 (a) For a Class A misdemeanor, a sentence of intensive
79 probation shall be for no less than four months and sentence of
80 standard probation shall be for no less than six months.
81 (b) For a Class B misdemeanor, a sentence of intensive
82 probation shall be for no less than two months and a sentence
83 of standard probation shall be for no less than three months.
84 In no event shall a sentence of either intensive or standard
85 probation exceed the meximum sentence, as provided in section
86 two.
87 Section 4. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections two, six
88 and seven, the judge may impose in lieu of a sentence of
89 imprisonment, a sentence of intensive probation, as defined in
90 section ten, as follows:
91 (a) For a Class F felony, a sentence of intensive probation shall
92 be for no less than nine months;
93 (b) For a Class E felony, a sentence of intensive probation shall
94 be for no less than one year; provided, however, that a sentence
95 of intensive probation shall not be given to any defendant who
96 has previously been under a sentence of intensive probation
97 supervision as defined in section ten; and provided, further, that
98 the sentencing judge shall impose a sentence of intensive probation
99 only upon a finding that such sentence would better serve the

100 interests of justice and public safety than a sentence of
101 imprisonment.
102 • (c) For a Class D felony, a sentence of intensive probation shall
103 be for no less than eighteen months; provided, however, that a
104 sentence of intensive probation shall not be given to any defendant
105 who has previously been under a sentence of intensive probation
106 supervision as defined in section ten; and provided further, that
107 the sentencing judge shall impose a sentence of intensive probation
108 only upon a finding that such sentence would better serve the
109 interests of justice and public safety than a sentence of
110 imprisonment.
111 (d) For Class MS-1, MS-2, Class A, Class B, and Class C
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112 felonies, and for Class D and Class E felonies not affected by this
113 section, probation may be imposed only pursuant to section six,
114 eight or fifteen.
115 In no event shall the term of a sentence of intensive probation
116 exceed the maximum sentence stated in section two.
117 Section 4A. Notwithstanding the provisions of sections three
118 and four, a court imposing a sentence of probation upon an
119 offender pursuant to section three or four may review said
120 sentence upon its own motion or upon the motion of said offender
121 after the initial four months and no more often than every six
122 months thereafter. Upon such review, the court may reduce the
123 length or the level of supervision of said sentence if it determines
124 that such a reduction is warranted by the degree of the offender’s
125 compliance with the conditions of probation or by such other
126 factors as the court deems sufficient to serve the interests of justice
127 and public safety. If said reduction results in a total sentence of
128 less duration or supervision than the minimums specified in
129 section three or four, the court shall set forth the reasons therefor
130 on the record, and the commonwealth shall be permitted to appeal
131 said reduced sentence pursuant to section nineteen.
132 Section 5. Except as otherwise provided in sections three, four
133 and six, a sentence of imprisonment shall be imposed for
134 conviction of any felony or misdemeanor and, except as otherwise
135 provided in section six or seven, such sentence of imprisonment
136 shall be for a definite term of years within the presumptive
137 imprisonment range as provided in section two.
138 When a court imposes probation as a sentence, as provided in
139 section three, four, six, eight, nine or ten, it may specify a term
140 of imprisonment to be served upon revocation of said probation.
141 Section 6. The sentencing judge may determine that the
142 sentence imposed shall include no imprisonment or shall include
143 less imprisonment than that provided for by the presumptive
144 imprisonment range in section two and that a sentence of
145 probation shall be imposed or that a sentence of probation shall
146 be less than provided in section three or four if the judge finds
147 that under all the circumstances of the case the mitigating factors
148 outweigh the aggravating factors; except that in the case of a Class
149 MS-1, Class MS-2, Class A, Class B or Class C felony, the
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150 sentence may include no imprisonment only as provided under
1 5 1  the provisions of section eight.
152 Mitigating factors may include any one or more of the
153 following: (1) the offender’s conduct was the result of
154 circumstances which are unlikely to recur;
155 (2) the offender assisted law enforcement personnel by
156 providing information, testimony, or other similar assistance with
157 respect to the crime or any other offense or alleged offense;
158 (3) the offender has a criminal record consisting of only minor
159 delinquencies or has no record of criminal convictions or has led
160 a law-abiding life for a substantial period of time before the
161 commission of the present crime;
162 (4) the offender played a minor role in the commission of the
163 offense;
164 (5) the offender was suffering from a mental or physical
165 condition whose relation to the offense militates in favor of a
166 shorter sentence;
167 (6) the offender is twenty-one years of age or younger and the
168 judge is satisfied that a sentence of no imprisonment or of less
169 imprisonment than provided for by the presumptive imprison-
170 ment range is adequate for the offender’s correction and
171 rehabilitation and is sufficient to serve the interests of justice and
172 public safety;
173 (7) the offender’s criminal conduct was induced or provoked
174 by the victim’s aggressive conduct;
175 (8) the offender surrendered himself to law enforcement
176 authorities within a reasonable time after the commission of the
177 offense;
178 (9) the offender is solely responsible for and is capable of
179 supporting or caring for his minor children;
180 (10) such other specifically identified factors as the judge deems
181 sufficient to serve the interests of justice and public safety.
182 If the sentencing judge relies on one or more mitigating factors
183 he shall set forth his reasons therefor on the record in the form
184 of specific findings which shall take into account the relevant
185 information as elicited pursuant to sections seventeen and
186 eighteen.
187 Section 7. The sentencing judge may determine that the
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188 sentence shall include a greater period of imprisonment than
189 provided for by the appropriate presumptive imprisonment range
190 in section two, if he finds that under all circumstances of the case,
191 the aggravating factors outweigh the mitigating factors.
192 Aggravating factors may, if not themselves any specific element
193 of the offense, include any one or more of the following:
194 (1) the victim was particularly vulnerable on account of age,
195 infirmity or physical condition;
196 (2) the offender knew or had reason to know that the victim
197 was a police officer, firefighter, correction officer, sheriff, deputy
198 sheriff, court officer, parole officer, parole supervisor, constable,
199 employee of the department of social services, employee of the
200 registry of motor vehicles having police powers, or operator,
201 motorman, collector, guard, gatekeeper, starter, or inspector of
202 the Massachusetts Bay Transportration Authority or a regional
203 transit authority established under the provisions of chapter one
204 hundred and sixty-one B, or taxicab operator licensed under the
205 provisions of section twenty-one of chapter forty and such victim
206 was engaged in the performance of a lawful duty at the time of
207 the offense.
208 (3) the offense was accompanied by particularly brutal or cruel
209 behavior;
210 (4) the offender knowingly created a serious risk of injury or
211 death to more than one person;
212 (5) the offender held a position of public or fiduciary trust at
213 the time of the crime, and the crime was in violation of that trust;
214 (6) the offender caused serious mental or emotional distress to
215 a victim of crime;
216 (7) the offender
217 (a) was hired by another person to commit the crime; or
218 (b) hired one or more persons to participate in the commission
219 of the crime; or
220 (c) was the leader of the criminal enterprise;
221 (8) at the time of the crime, the offender was at liberty subject
222 to pretrial release, probation, parole, work release, or furlough
223 or in the custody of the department of correction or committed
224 to a house of correction;
225 (9) the extent of the offender’s prior criminal record and the
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226 seriousness of the offenses of which he has been previously
227 convicted;
228 (10) the offender made use of a firearm, as defined in section
229 one hundred and twenty-one of chapter one hundred and forty;
230 (11) the offender eluded capture or refused to surrender to law
231 enforcement authorities or resisted arrest;
232 (12) such other similar specifically identified factors as the
233 judge deems appropriate to preserve respect for the law and public
234 safety.
235 If the sentencing judge relies on one or more such aggravating
236 factors he shall set forth his reasons therefor on the record in the
237 form of specific findings which shall take into account the relevant
238 information as elicited pursuant to sections seventeen and
239 eighteen.
240 Section 8. In the case of a Class MS-1, Class MS-2, Class A
241 or Class B felony, a judge may determine that there exists
242 mitigating factors, as described in section six, which in his
243 judgment constitute extraordinary or compelling circumstances
244 and which, therefore, justify the imposition of a sentence of
245 intensive probation as defined in section ten in lieu of a sentence
246 of imprisonment. In such a case the judge shall, in addition to
247 fulfilling the requirements set forth in section six, make and enter
248 specific findings upon the record describing the extraordinary or
249 compelling circustances which justify the imposition of no term
250 of imprisonment.
251 Section 9. If an offender is convicted of a Class D, Class E,
252 or Class F felony or a Class A or Class B misdemeanor and a
253 sentence of imprisonment to be served in a house of correction
254 is imposed, the sentencing judge may also impose, in accordance
255 with the provisions of section two, six, and seven, a sentence of
256 probation to be served immediately following the offender’s
257 release from the house of correction; provided, however, that the
258 aggregate of such sentence of imprisonment and such sentence of
259 post-incarceration probation shall not exceed four years or the
260 maximum sentence set forth in section two, whichever is less.
261 Any offender sentenced under the provisions of this section who
262 is released pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b) of section
263 one hundred and thirty-three of chapter one hundred and twenty-
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264 seven or of section twenty-two of this chapter shall serve forthwith
265 the sentence of probation imposed and shall be supervised by the
266 probation office of the sentencing court and no such offender shall
267 be placed on parole supervision nor shall said offender be subject
268 to jurisdiction of the parole board.
269 Section 10. A sentence of probation shall be for a definite term
270 and may be under minimum, standard, or intensive conditions of
271 supervision as imposed by the court or as required by sections
272 three and four. A sentence of probation may be ordered by the
273 court, as authorized or required by sections three, four, six, eight,
274 or fifteen, either as the sole punishment or in combination with
275 a term of imprisonment. Except as otherwise provided, a sentence
276 of probation shall not exceed the maximum sentence as provided
277 in section two.
278 The court shall exercise during the period of probation so
279 ordered such supervisory power as it deems appropriate, including
280 but not limited to the power to revise or revoke the sentence of
281 probation; provided, however, that said revision or revocation is
282 consistent with the provisions of sections two, three, four, six and
283 seven.
284 (A) The mandatory duties of all probationers during minimum
285 supervision shall be:
286 (1) to notify the applicable supervising probation office of place
287 of residence, any place of employment, telephone numbers, and
288 any change in any of the foregoing; and
289 (2) to refrain from conduct which constitutes a crime under any
290 law of the commonwealth or of the federal government.
291 (B)) The mandatory duties of all probationers during standard
292 supervision, in addition to those required for minimum
293 supervision shall be:
294 (1) to report, in the manner and at those times specified, but
295 no less than every thirty days, to a designated officer of the
296 supervising probation office and to any other person designated
297 by that agency for that purpose; and
298 (2) to pay any fine or any other court ordered obligation when
299 due or under the terms imposed by the sentencing judge; and
300 (3) to comply with any additional duties imposed by the
301 sentencing judge. Such additional duties should be designed to
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302 rehabilitate the offender and to deter the offender or others from
303 committing similar offenses. Said additional duties may require
304 the offender:
305 (a) to undergo testing for alcohol dependency or dependency
306 on a controlled substance;
307 (b) to refrain from personal associations that in the opinion of
308 the court led to the offender’s participation in criminal conduct
309 or are likely to lead to the same;
310 (c) to support his dependents and to meet his family
311 responsibilities;
312 (d) to devote himself to an approved employment or occupation;
313 (e) to undergo available medical or psychiatric treatment and
314 to enter and remain in a specified institution, whenever required
315 for that purpose;
316 (f) to perform without compensation services in the community
317 for charitable or governmental agencies;
318 (g) to pursue a prescribed secular course of study or vocational
319 training;
320 (h) to refrain from possessing a firearm or other dangerous
321 weapon unless granted written permission.
322 (C) The mandatory duties of all probationers during intensive
323 supervision, in addition to those required for minimum and
324 standard supervision, shall be:
325 (1) to report to the appropriate probation office, as directed
326 by that office; provided, however, that the probationer shall make
327 no less than ten contracts per month, of which four shall be in
328 person, and of which at least one shall occur each week;
329 (2) to make every effort to maintain gainful employment, to
330 verify all employment, and, if not gainfully employed, to verify
331 a lawful means of subsistence and all efforts to obtain
332 employment;
333 (3) to comply with any curfew that may be determined by the
334 court;
335 (4) to consent to unannounced home or work visits at such
336 times of day or night that the appropriate probation office deems
337 reasonable and appropriate; and
338 (5) to comply with any additional conditions or duties that may
339 be imposed by the sentencing judge. Said additional conditions
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340 or duties may include referral to appropriate community services
341 or the performance without compensation of community services.
342 In all cases, at any level of probation supervision, the court may
343 make restitution a mandatory condition and duty of probation
344 if circumstances so warrant. Restitution shall be made in
345 accordance with a plan agreed to by the offender and approved
346 by the sentencing judge.
347 Section 11. If more than one term of imprisonment is imposed
348 upon an offender pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, the
349 several sentences of imprisonment shall be ordered to run
350 concurrently or consecutively; provided, however, that in the case
351 of consecutive sentences for multiple convictions arising out of
352 a single incident, the presumptive imprisonment range shall be the
353 aggregate of the minimum presumptive imprisonment terms and
354 the aggregate of the maximum presumptive imprisonment terms,
355 respectively, for the two highest classes of crimes for which the
356 defendant stands convicted. The maximum sentence shall be equal
357 to the sum of the maximum sentences for all of the crimes for
358 which the offender stands convicted as provided for in section two.
359 The sentencing judge may impose a sentence outside the
360 limitations set forth in this section in regard to the presumptive
361 imprisonment range if he finds that the mitigating and aggravating
362 factors as provided for in sections six and seven so justify.
363 Section 12. Whenever any person pleads guilty to or is found
364 to be guilty of more than one offense and sentencing for any one
365 or more of the offenses is provided under the provisions of this
366 chapter, the sentencing judge shall impose a sentence of
367 imprisonment or of probation pursuant to the provisions of this
368 chapter. In addition, the sentencing judge shall impose any
369 minimum sentence mandated for such other offenses by the
370 provisions of other chapters. If such sentence is not required for
371 such other offenses, the sentencing judge may impose such other
372 sentence or sentences pursuant to the provisions of other chapters,
373 as the judge deems appropriate.
374 If such other sentence is ordered to run concurrently with the
375 sentence or sentences imposed under the provisions of this
376 chapter, then the latest parole eligibility date and the latest date
377 of expiration, after application of all appropriate deductions for
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378 good conduct, shall govern the calculation of the dates of such
379 parole eligibility and expiration of sentence. If such other sentence
380 is ordered to run consecutively with the sentence or sentences
381 imposed under this section, all minimum periods of incarceration
382 prior to parole eligibility shall be aggregated to produce a single
383 aggregate parole eligibility date, and all deductions for good
384 conduct shall be aggregated to produce a single date of expiration
385 of consecutive sentences, the sentencing judge shall make findings
386 and reasons in writing, as to why said sentences were imposed
387 concurrently or consecutively.
388 Section 13. Separate sentences of imprisonment imposed to be
389 run concurrently shall merge and be satisfied during discharge of
390 the longest sentence. Separate sentences imposed to run
391 consequently shall be treated as a single aggregate sentence. Any
392 sentence of imprisonment imposed for a crime or crimes while
393 incarcerated or while on parole shall not be merged or aggregated
394 with any sentence or sentences for the purpose of computing good
395 conduct deductions or parole eligibility.
396 Section 14. If a person is convicted of a Class MS-1, Class MS-
397 2, Class A, Class B or Class C felony and that person has been
398 convicted previously of any combination of three of the following
399 offenses: murder as defined in section one of chapter two hundred
400 and sixty-five, the commission or attempted commission of an act
401 prohibited by section fourteen of chapter two hundred and sixty-
402 six, or a Class A, Class B or Class C felony, arising out of at least
403 three separate incidents, sentencing for which is provided under
404 the provisions of this chapter, or any three such offenses of this
405 or any other jurisdiction, which offenses were committed after
406 July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven and are the same
407 as or necessarily include the elements of any such Class MS-1,
408 Class MS-2, Class A, Class B or Class C felonies, the presumptive
409 sentence shall be the maximum imprisonment allowed under the
410 provisions of section two. An offender shall be considered to have
411 been previously convicted of another offense if the offender has
412 been convicted of such other offenses prior to the commission of
413 the offense for which the offender is to be sentenced under this
414 section. The provisions of this section may be invoked whenever
415 it is specifically alleged in the indictment or the complaint that
416 the offender is subject to its terms on account of past convictions.
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Section 15. In a prosecution commenced for an offense

4 18 classified as a Class MS-1, Class MS-2, Class A, or Class B felony
419 for which sentencing is provided in this chapter, a judge may not
420 continue the case without a finding or place the defendant on
421 pretrial probation under the provisions of section eighty-seven of
422 chapter two hundred and seventy-six.
423 In a prosecution commenced for an offense classified as a Class
424 C felony for which sentencing is provided by this chapter, ajudge
425 may continue the case without a finding or may place the
426 defendant on pretrial probation under the provisions of said
427 section eighty-seven of said chapter two hundred and seventy-six,
428 provided that said defendant has not been previously convicted
429 of any criminal offense.
430 In a prosection commenced for an offense classified as a Class
431 D, Class E, or Class F felony for which sentencing is provided
432 by this chapter, a judge may continue the case without a finding
433 or may place the defendant on pretrial probation under the
434 provisions of said section eighty-seven of said chapter two
435 hundred and seventy-six, unless said defendant has been
436 previously convicted of any violation of any section of chapter
437 two hundred and sixty-five or of any offense of any other
438 jurisdiction which is the same as or necessarily includes the
439 elements of the offenses included in any of said sections, and the
440 date ol the commission of said prior offense occurred within five
441 years of the date of the commission of the subsequent offense,
442 or unless said defendant has previously served a term of
443 imprisonment for any prior criminal offense.
444 In prosecution commenced for an offense classified as a Class
445 A or Class B misdemeanor for which sentencing is provided by
446 this chapter, ajudge may continue the case without a finding or
447 may place the defendant on pretrial probation under the
448 provisions of said section eighty-seven of said chapter two
449 hundred and seventy-six, unless said defendant has been
450 previously convicted of any violation of any section of chapter
451 two hundred and sixty-five or of an offense of any other
452 jurisdiction which is the same as or necessarily includes the
453 elements of the offenses included in any of said sections, and the
454 date of the commission of said prior offense occurred within three
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455 years of the date of the commission of the subsequent offense,
456 or unless said defendant has previously served a term of
457 imprisonment for any prior criminal offense.
458 Notwithstanding the foregoing, in a prosecution commenced
459 for any offense for which sentencing is provided by this chapter,
460 a judge may not continue the case without a finding or place the
461 defendant on pretrial probation under the provisions of said
462 section eighty-seven of said chapter two hundred and seventy-six,
463 if said defendant has been previously convicted of a Class MS-
464 1, Class MS-2, Class A or Class B felony or if said defendant has
465 been twice previously convicted of any criminal offense.
466 After providing notice and an opportunity to be heard to the
467 commonwealth and, if satisfied that the best interests of the
468 defendant and public safety would be served, a judge may place
469 a defendant on probation during the term for which his case is
470 continued without a finding under the provisions of this section,
471 subject to such reasonable terms and conditions as may be
472 appropriate.
473 Upon violation of a term or condition of such probation and
474 after a hearing held pursuant to section twenty-one, the court may
475 enter a finding of guilty and impose a sentence in accordance with
476 the provisions of this chapter.
477 Upon fulfillment of the terms and conditions of said probation
478 resulting from a case which is continued without a finding, the
479 court shall discharge the defendant and dismiss the proceedings.
480 Dismissal under the provisions of this section shall be without
481 judgment of conviction and shall not be deemed to be a conviction
482 of a crime except that it shall constitute a conviction for the
483 purpose of sentencing a defendant for any subsequent criminal
484 violations or for proceedings under section five of chapter one
485 hundred and twenty-three A.
486 In a prosecution commenced for any offense for which
487 sentencing is provided in this chapter and, after the common-
488 wealth has received notice and an opportunity to be heard, ajudge
489 may place an offense on file provided that:
490 (a) the defendant has other charges pending at the time of
491 sentencing, which charges shall not be placed on file;
492 (b) the commonwealth and the defendant consent thereto;
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(c) the interests of justice are served thereby; and,
(d) the sentencing judge shall make written findings and state 

reasons in writing as to why said offense is placed on file.
Section 16. A line as provided herein may be imposed in 

conjunction with any sentence of imprisonment or of probation 
or any combination thereof. The authorized fines under this 
chapter are:

(1) for a Class MS-1 or Class A felony, nor more than fifty 
thousand dollars;

(2) for a Class MS-2 or Class B felony, not more than thirty- 
five thousand dollars; or

(3) for a Class C felony, not more than thirty thousand dol
lars; or

(4) for a Class D felony, not more than twenty-five thousand 
dollars; or

(5)
or

( 6)

for a Class E felony, not more than twenty thousand dollars; 
for a Class F felony, not more than ten thousand dollars;

or
(7) for a Class A misdemeanor, not more than five thousand 

dollars; or
(8) for a Class B misdemeanor, not more than two thousand 

five hundred dollars.
The sentencing judge, in determining whether to impose a fine, 

and if a fine is to be imposed in determining the amount of the 
fine, the time for payment and the method of payment, shall 
consider the ability of the offender to pay the fine in view of:

(a) the offender’s income, earning capacity and financial 
resources; and

(b) the nature of the burden that payment of the fine will 
impose on the offender and on any person who is financially 
dependent upon the offender; and

(c) any other pertinent consideration, including but not limited 
to the gain derived from or the loss caused by the offense.

At the time an offender is sentenced to pay a fine, the sentencing
528 judge may provide for payment to be made within a specified
529 period of time or in specified installments. If no such provision
530 is made, payment is due immediately. If payment is to be made
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531 in installments, the court shall notify the applicable probation
532 department of the conditions of payment. The prompt payment
533 of any fine imposed shall be considered a mandatory duty of
534 probation.
535 An offender who has been sentenced to pay a fine and who has
536 paid part but not all thereof, may petition the sentencing judge
537 for an extension of time for payment or a modification in the
538 method of payment or a remission of all or part of the unpaid
539 portion.
540 If, after the filing of said petition and notice and an opportunity
541 to be heard has been provided to the Commonwealth, the
542 sentencing judge finds that it would be unjust to require payment
543 of the fine in the amount imposed or by the time or method
544 specified, the court may enter an order extending the time for
545 payment, modifying the method of payment or discharging all or
546 part of the unpaid portion. Payment under the provisions of this
547 section shall be made to the clerk of the court if the fine is paid
548 immediately or to the appropriate probation department in the
549 case of extended time for payment. If the sentencing judge
550 discharges all or any portion of said fine, he shall set forth his
551 reasons thereof on the record.
552 Section 17. The sentencing judge shall not impose sentence on
553 a person convicted of a felony without giving due consideration
554 to a written presentence report, unless waived on the record by
555 the defendant, the prosecutor and the judge. The court may also,
556 in its discretion, order a presentence report for a person convicted
557 of a misdemeanor. Any presentence report shall be completed
558 within fourteen days of conviction, and priority shall be given to
559 presentence reports for offenders who are incarcerated while
560 awaiting the imposition of sentence.
561 The presentence report shall include, but not be limited to, the
562 offender’s prior criminal record, such information about his
563 character, his financial condition and the circumstances affecting
564 his behavior as may be helpful in imposing sentence or in granting
565 probation or in the correctional treatment of the defendant, and
566 any other information required by rule of court or requested by
567 the sentencingjudge. The presentence report shall include a victim
568 impact statement. Said statement shall contain information on the
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569 financial, emotional and medical effects of the offense on the
570 victim. The presentence report shall be made available to defense
571 counsel, the prosecution and, in the discretion of the court, the
572 victim, or in the case of a homicide, the victim’s family. After a
573 sentence has been imposed, the presentence report and other
574 materials requested by the commissioner of correction shall be
575 attached to the writ of mittimus and forwarded to the department
576 of correction. In extraordinary cases the judge may except from
577 disclosure parts of the report which the judge in his discretion
578 believes are not relevant to a proper sentence, diagnostic opinions
579 which might seriously disrupt a program of rehabilitation, sources
580 of information obtained upon promise of confidentiality or any
581 other information which, if disclosed might result in harm,
582 physical or otherwise, to the defendant or other persons. If the
583 report is not fully disclosed, the portions thereof which are not
584 disclosed shall not be relied upon in determining sentence. After
585 a sentence has been imposed, the presentence report and other
586 materials as requested shall be attached to the writ of mittimus
587 and forwarded to the department of correction or to the house
588 of correction and to the parole board.
589 Section 18. After a plea or finding of guilty, the judge shall
590 sentence the offender after due deliberation, but without
591 unreasonable delay. Before imposing sentence, the judge in such
592 manner as he deems appropriate under the circumstances shall
593 afford the defendant or his counsel an opportunity to present
594 relevant information in mitigation of punishment pursuant to the
595 provisions of section six and at the same time shall afford the
596 prosecution the opportunity to present relevant information in
597 aggravation of punishment pursuant to the provisions of section
598 seven and in addition, the judge shall permit the presentation of
599 relevant rebuttal information by both parties.
600 Section 18A. In the prosecution of any offense punishable
601 under chapter two hundred and sixty-six A, a judge may accept
602 a plea of guilty or nolo contendere after determining that the plea
603 is made voluntarily after understanding the nature of the charge
604 and the consequences of the plea. In a district court jury-waived
605 session, a defendant may, after a plea of not guilty, admit to
606 sufficient facts to warrant a finding of guilty.
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607 The defendant and his counsel or the defendant when acting
608 pro se in a prosecution punishable under chapter two hundred
609 and sixty-six A, may make agreement with the prosecutor as to
610 any recommendation to be made to a judge or any other action
611 to be taken by the prosecutor upon the tender of a plea of guilty
612 or nolo contendere. Defense counsel or the prosecutor shall
613 inform the judge of any agreement that was made contingent upon
614 the defendant’s plea prior to the tender of the plea. The judge shall
615 be informed if the substance of the agreement contained agreed
616 upon sentence recommendations contingent upon the tender of
617 the plea and before accepting said plea the judge shall inform the
618 defendant that he will not impose a sentence that exceeds the terms
619 of the recommendation without first giving the defendant the right
620 to withdraw his plea. The judge may indicate to the parties what
621 sentence he would impose.
622 Section 19. If a judge imposes a sentence that is not in
623 accordance with the provisions of sections two, three, four, eleven
624 or fourteen, such sentence may be appealed pursuant to the
625 provisions of this section.
626 The defendant shall have the right to appeal a sentence of
627 imprisonment that is greater than the presumptive imprisonment
628 range provided in section two or eleven. The commonwealth shall
629 have the right to appeal a sentence of no imprisonment, except
630 as provided in section three or four, or a sentence of imprisonment
631 that is less than the presumptive imprisonment range provided in
632 section two, eight, eleven, or fourteen. The commonwealth also
633 shall have the right to appeal a sentence of probation that is less
634 than the range provided in section three or four. Neither the
635 defendant nor the commonwealth shall have the right to appeal
636 a sentence imposed pursuant to an agreed-upon sentence
637 recommendation. If imprisonment is imposed, the entry of an
638 appeal under the provisions of this section shall not stay the
639 execution of the sentence unless the judge imposing it, upon a
640 showing of a reasonable likelihood of success, that execution of
641 sentence should be stayed pending final determination of the
642 appeal.
643 If execution of the sentence is stayed, the sentencing judge or
644 the judge granting the stay of execution of sentence may make
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645 an order relative to the custody of the defendant or may admit
646 him to bail. Any defendant sentenced pursuant to the provisions
647 of section twelve who files an appeal of sentence shall have all
648 sentences reviewed in accordance with the provisions of this
649 section and section twenty. The provisions of sections twenty-
650 eight B and twenty-eight C of chapter two hundred and seventy-
651 eight shall not apply to said defendant.
652 In the superior court department, such sentence may be
653 appealed within ten days of its imposition to the appellate division
654 of the superior court department for the review of sentences.
655 In the district and Boston municipal court departments, such
656 sentence may be appealed within three days of its imposition to
657 the sentence review session provided, however, that if the sentence
658 is the result of a trial in the non-jury session of the district court,
659 any such appeal shall be claimed while the defendant is present
660 before the court at the time of sentencing; provided further that
661 the defendant shall be granted a reasonable time to confer with
662 counsel; and provided further that the defendant in such case shall
663 not be required to claim any such appeal from a sentence of
664 imprisonment of more than six months until one day following
665 imposition of such sentence. No sentence imposed in a non-jury
666 session of the district or Boston municipal court departments shall
667 be appealed by either the defendant of the commonwealth if the
668 defendant claims de novo appeal from such sentence, or from the
669 judgment upon which it is imposed, to the jury-of-six session
670 pursuant to section twenty-seven A of chapter two hundred and
671 eighteen. If the defendant does not claim de novo appeal from
672 such sentence or from the judgment upon which it is imposed,
673 the commonwealth may appeal the sentence pursuant to the
674 provisions of this chapter; provided, however, that the defendant
675 shall not be required to claim the de novo appeal from the sentence
676 alone until the commonwealth has announced whether it will
677 appeal the sentence to the sentence review session. If the defendant
678 chooses to exercise his right to de novo appeal from the sentence
679 imposed under these circumstances, the commonwealth's appeal
680 shall be withdrawn.
681 If the defendant subsequently withdraws such claim of de novo
682 appeal to the jury-of-six session pursuant to section twenty-five
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683 of chapter two hundred seventy-eight and is thereupon ordered
684 to comply with the sentence originally imposed, he may not appeal
685 such sentence to the sentence review session. If such sentence
686 would have been appealable to the sentence review session by the
687 commonwealth when originally imposed but for the defendant’s
688 de novo appeal, the commonwealth may appeal such sentence to
689 the sentence review session within three days after receiving notice
690 that the defendant has withdrawn such de novo appeal, and the
691 judge who imposed the original sentence shall thereupon file the
692 findings required by sections six and seven.
693 A judge sitting in ajury-of-six session of the district or Boston
694 municipal court departments, in imposing sentence pursuant to
695 this chapter, may consider and give such weight as he deems
696 appropriate to any findings previously made by a sentencing judge
697 sitting in a non-jury session.
698 In the event the defendant fails within the prescribed time period
699 to seek de novo relief in the jury-of-six session, the sentence may
700 be appealed by the appropriate party in the normal manner
701 provided herein.
702 An appeal pursuant to this section shall not affect the authority
703 of the sentencing judge to revise or revoke the sentence he has
704 imposed, pursuant to the Massachusetts rules of criminal
705 procedure. Any sentence that the judge imposes as a result of the
706 exercise of such authority to revise or revoke shall comply with
707 the provisions of this chapter. As part of any hearing on a motion
708 to revise or revoke the sentence, the sentencing judge may expand
709 the record that was before him at the time of sentencing. The
710 imposition of a revised sentence shall discharge any pending
711 appeal to the sentence review session from the original sentence.
712 Any revised sentence may itself be appealed as permitted by this
713 section, as if originally imposed. The sentencing judge shall not
714 revise or revoke a sentence imposed by the sentence review session
715 which differs from that originally imposed by him.
716 Section 20. The sentence review session of the district court
717 department or the Boston municipal court department, or the
718 appellate division of the superior court department, whichever is
719 appropriate, in any appeal under the provisions of section
720 nineteen, shall review the findings made by the sentencing judge
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721 to support the imposition of sentence outside the presumptive
722 limits provided in section two, three, four, eight, eleven or
723 fourteen, as applicable.
724 Prior to the consideration of an appeal, the clerk magistrate
725 of the sentencing court shall make such record available to the
726 commonwealth and the defendant for inspection, subject to any
727 limits imposed by law or by the applicable rules of court on
728 copying any part of the record. The sentencing judge may except
729 from disclosure to the parties and exclude from the record on
730 appeal any portions of the record before him at the time of
731 sentencing which may be excepted from disclosure to the parties
732 pursuant to the Massachusetts rules of criminal procedure,
733 provided that the sentencing judge certifies that he has not relied
734 on such portions in determining sentence.
735 The appellate division of the superior court department or a
736 sentence review session of the district court or Boston municipal
737 court departments, shall consider an appeal solely upon the
738 sentencing judge’s findings and upon such portions of the record
739 that was before the sentencing judge at the time of sentencing as
740 the defendant or the commonwealth shall designate. Such record
741 shall consist of any written reports, records, documents, exhibits
742 or other information and the transcript or electronically recorded
743 record of any proceedings, before the sentencing judge at the time
744 of sentencing. If the defendant and the commonwealth are unable
745 to agree as to the contents of the record that was before the
746 sentencing judge, the sentencing judge shall determine the
747 contents of the record that was before him. At any time before
748 the appeal is considered, the sentencing judge may file a revised
749 statement of reasons for imposing the sentence appealed, but he
750 shall not in so doing expand the record that was before him at
751 the time of sentencing. If the sentencing judge has permitted the
752 record to be expanded upon a motion to revise or revoke the
753 sentence, the appeal shall be considered upon the original and any
754 revised or expanded statement of reasons. The defendant shall be
755 entitled to representation by counsel upon such appeal, pursuant
756 to the Massachusetts rules of criminal procedure.
757 The sentence review session of the district court department of
758 the appellate division of the superior court department may
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759 consider an appeal with or without a hearing and shall affirm the
760 sentence appealed, impose any other appropriate sentence,
761 whether of greater or lesser duration, which could have been
762 imposed by the sentencing judge, or remand the matter for further
763 proceedings.
764 The standard for review of appeal under this section shall be
765 whether or not, based upon the record of appeal, the decision of
766 the sentencing judge constitutes an abuse of discretion or is
767 without basis in fact. The review shall be based on the record of
768 appeal and no new evidence may be introduced at the time of
769 review. The sentence review panel shall set forth in a written
770 opinion the grounds for its actions, unless it shall enter a summary
771 affirmance, in which case no opinion shall be required.
772 The clerk magistrate of the sentence review session shall
773 forthwith send copies of the order and any opinion of the sentence
774 review session to the sentencing judge, the defendant, the
775 commonwealth, and the superintendent or master of any
776 correctional institution, house of correction or jail in which the
777 defendant is confined. When necessary, the clerk magistrate shall
778 issue forthwith an amended mittimus based upon such order.
779 The justices of the superior court department and the
780 administrative justices of the district and Boston municipal court
781 departments shall establish forms and procedures for such appeals
782 for their respective departments.
783 Section 20A.Upon the imposition, revision or adjustment of a
784 sentence pursuant to section eighteen, nineteen, or twenty, the
785 court shall provide a sentence disclosure statement to the
786 defendant and to any identified victim whose whereabouts are
787 known, and shall place a copy of said statment in the record. Said
788 sentence disclosure statement shall contain at least the following,
789 where applicable, expressed in simple language: terms of
790 probation including the amount of any restitution, the length of
791 the probation period, the amount of any fine, the required term
792 of imprisonment, the required period of imprisonment to be
793 served before the defendant is eligible for parole, and the period
794 of imprisonment to be served before the defendant is released if
795 all good conduct sentence reductions are earned pursuant to
796 section twenty-two.
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Section 21. A warrant for the arrest of a probationer who is 

alleged to have violated a duty imposed on that offender under 
section ten may be issued, upon complaint by the appropriate 
probation office, at any time prior to the termination of his 
sentence of probation.

If the probationer is found, after hearing by the court, to have 
violated any duty imposed under section ten, the court may revoke 
probation and impose, in accordance with the provisions of 
section two, five, six or seven, any sentence of imprisonment or 
probation or both as authorized for the offense originally 
committed; provided, however, that there shall be deducted from 
the term of imprisonment imposed credit for time served while 
incarcerated; and provided, further, that no such sentence shall 
exceed the maximum sentence as provided in section two.

Section 22. The officer in charge of each correctional 
institution or other place of confinement, shall keep a record of 
each prisoner in his custody whose term of imprisonment is four 
months or more. Every such prisoner whose record of conduct 
shows that he has faithfully observed all the rules of his place of 
confinement, and has not been subjected to punishment shall, 
following each month of good behavior, be entitled to have the 
term of his imprisonment reduced by six days for each month of 
such good behavior; provided, however, that no prisoner serving 
a sentence imposed for a violation of sections twenty to twenty- 
five, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-five or for an 
attempt to commit any crime referred to in said sections shall be 
entitled to have the term of imprisonment under such sentence 
reduced under the provisions of this section. If a prisoner violates 
any rule of his place of confinement, the commissioner of 
correction, the sheriff, and, in Suffolk county, the penal 
institutions commissioner of the city of Boston, upon the 
recommendation and evidence submitted to them, in writing by 
the principal officer, or officer in charge, shall decide what part, 
if any, of such conduct deduction from sentence or sentences shall 
be forfeited by such violation, and may likewise determine, in the 
event of the prisoner’s subsequent good conduct, whether any or 
all of such deduction shall be restored.

Any good conduct reduction shall be credited only against the
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835 length of the term of imprisonment and shall not reduce the length
836 of the sentence itself nor shall said reduction be used to reduce
837 any period of parole supervision as provided under chapter one
838 hundred and twenty-seven.
839 A prisoner who is entitled to have his term of imprisonment
840 so reduced shall be released from the correctional institution in
841 which he has been confined upon the date which has been
842 determined by such deductions from the full sentence or sentences.
843 If, during the term of imprisonment of a prisoner confined in
844 a correctional institution of the commonwealth, such prisoner
845 shall commit any offense for which he is convicted and sentenced,
846 he’shall not be entitled to any deductions hereunder from the new
847 sentences. A prisoner released on parole by the parole board who
848 has failed to observe all the rules of his parole or a prisoner who
849 has been released pursuant to the provisions of this section who
850 has failed to observe all the conditions of supervision and has been
851 returned to a correctional institution for such failure shall not
852 receive deductions described in this section until he has served six
853 months following his return to the correctional institution.
854 Section 23. Whenever the sentencing judge is required to
855 exercise any power under any provision of this chapter and such
856 sentencing judge is not available within a reasonable period of
857 time, any judge of the department of the trial court in which the
858 case was heard may exercise said power.
859 Section 24. The provisions of sections one hundred and
860 twenty-nine and one hundred and thirty A of chapter one hundred
861 and twenty-seven, section eighty-seven of chapter two hundred and
862 seventy-six, chapter two hundred and seventy-six A, sections
863 eleven A, twenty-eight B and twenty-eight C of chapter two
864 hundred and seventy-eight, and sections one, one A, three, seven,
865 eight, eight A, nine, ten, eleven, seventeen, eighteen, twenty-four,
866 twenty-five, twenty-six, thirty-one, thirty-two and thirty-three of
867 chapter two hundred and seventy-nine shall not apply to persons
868 sentenced under the provisions of chapter two hundred and sixty-
869 six A.

1 SECTION 46. Chapter 268 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 40, as appearing in the 1984
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3 Otficial Edition, and inserting in place thereof the following4 section:

Section 40. Whoever knows that another person is a victim of
6 murder, manslaughter in any degree, aggravated rape, rape, or
7 robbery in the first, second or third degree, and is at the scene
8 ol said crime shall, to the extent that said person can do so without
9 danger or peril to himself or others, report said crime to an

10 appropriate law enforcement official as soon as reasonably
11 practicable. Any person who violates this section shall be punished
12 by a fine of not less than five hundred nor more than two thousand
13 and five hundred dollars.

1 SECTION 47. Chapter 270 is hereby amended by adding the
2 following five sections: —
3 Section 22. Whoever, not being registered as a qualified
4 physician under section two of chapter one hundred and twelve,
5 or corresponding provisions of earlier laws, marks the body of
6 any person by means of tattooing, shall be punished by a fine of
7 not more than three hundred dollars or by imprisonment for not
8 more than one year, or both.
9 Section 23. Whoever throws or drops glass on or near a 

10 bathing beach, or on a public way, sidewalk or reservation in the 
1 1 immediate neighborhood of a bathing beach, shall be punished
12 by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars or by imprisonment
13 for not more than one month.
14 Section 24. Whoever willfully or recklessly drops, throws, or
15 otherwise releases any object, missile or other article into any way
16 as defined in section one ot chapter ninety, the turnpike as defined
17 in clause (b) of section four of chapter three hundred and fifty-
18 four of the acts of nineteen hundred and fifty-two, on the tunnels
19 as defined in clause (d) of section one of chapter five hundred and
20 ninety-eight of the acts of nineteen hundred and fifty-eight, so that
21 the lives or safety of the public might be endangered shall be
22 punished by a fine of not more than one hundred dollars or by
23 imprisonment for not more than one year, or both.
24 Sect ion 25. Any person who willfully drops, throws, or
25 otherwise releases any object, missile or other article at any
26 sporting event with the intent to injure any person at such event
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27 shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars
28 or by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than
29 one year, or both.
30 Section 26. Whoever mingles poison with food, drink or
31 medicine with intent to kill or injure another person, or willfully
32 poisons any spring, well or reservoir of water with such intent,
33 shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for life or
34 for any term of years.

1 SECTION 48. Chapter 271 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by adding the following section: —
3 Section 51. Whoever, having the management or control of or
4 over a steamboat or other public conveyance used for the common
5 carriage of persons, is guilty of gross negligence in or relative to
6 the management or control of such steamboat or other public
7 conveyance, while being so used for the common carriage of
8 persons, shall be punished by a fine of not more than five thousand
9 dollars or by imprisonment in jail for not more than two and one-

10 half years.
1 SECTION 49. Paragraph B of section 99 of chapter 272 of the
2 General Laws, as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby
3 amended by striking out subparagraph 7 and inserting in place
4 thereof the following subparagraph: -
5 7. The term “designated offense” shall include the following
6 offenses in connection with organized crime as defined in the
7 preamble: arson, assault and battery in the first, second or third
8 degree, bribery, burglary, extortion, embezzlement, robbery in
9 any degree, extortion, forgery, gaming in violation of section

10 seventeen of chapter two hundred and seventy-one, intimidation
11 of a witness or juror, kidnapping in any degree, larceny, lending
12 of money or things of value in violation of the General Laws,
13 battery in the first degree, mayhem, murder, any offense involving
14 the possession or sale of a narcotic or harmful drug, perjury,
15 prostitution, subornation of perjury, any violation of this section,
16 being an accessory to any of the foregoing offenses and conspiracy
17 or attempt or solicitation to commit any of the foregoing offenses.
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1 SECTION 50. Said chapter 272 is hereby further amended by
2 adding the following four sections: —
3 Section 104. Whoever commits a battery upon a person sixty-
4 five years or older by means of a dangerous weapon shall be
5 punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than
6 ten years or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or
7 imprisonment in jail for not more than two and one-half years.
8 Whoever, after having been convicted of the crime of battery
9 upon a person sixty-five years or older, by means of a dangerous

10 weapon, commits a second or subsequent such crime, shall be
11 punished by imprisonment for not less than two years. Said
12 sentence shall not be reduced until two years of said sentence have
13 been served nor shall the person convicted be eleigible for
14 probation, parole, furlough, work release or receive any deduction
15 from his sentence for good conduct until he shall have served two
16 years of such sentence; provided, however, that the commissioner
17 of correction may, on the recommendation of the warden,
18 superintendent, or the administrator of a county correctional
19 institution, grant to said offender a temporary release in the
20 custody of an officer of such institution for the following purposes
21 only: to attend the funeral of next of kin or spouse; to visit a
22 critically ill close relative or spouse; or to obtain emergency
23 medical sevices unavailable at said institution. The provisions of
24 section eighty-seven of chapter two hundred and seventy-six
25 relating to the power of the court to place certain offenders on
26 probation shall not apply to any person seventeen years of age
27 or over charged with a violation of this section.
28 Section 105. Whoever, by means of a dangerous weapon,
29 commits an assault upon a person sixty-five years or older, shall
30 be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for not more than
31 five years or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or
32 imprisonment in jail for not more than two and one-half years.
33 Whoever, after having been convicted of the crime of assault
34 upon a person sixty-five years or older, by means of a dangerous
35 weapon, commits a second or subsequent such crime, shall be
36 punished by imprisonment for not less than two years. Said
37 sentence shall not be reduced until one year of said sentence has
38 been served nor shall the person convicted be eligible for
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39 probation, parole, furlough, work release or receive any deduction
40 from his sentence for good conduct until he shall have served one
41 year of such sentence; provided, however, that the commissioner
42 of correction, may on the recommendation of the warden,
43 superintendent, or other person in charge of a correctional
44 institution, or the administrator of a county correctional
45 institution, grant to said offender a temporary release in the
46 custody of an officer of such institution for the following purposes
47 only: to attend the funeral of next of kin or spouse; to visit a
48 critically ill close relative or spouse; or to obtain emergency
49 medical services unavailable at said institution. The provisions of
50 section eighty-seven of chapter two hundred and seventy-six
51 relative to the power of the court to place certain offenders on
52 probation shall not apply to any person seventeen years of age
53 or over charged with a violation of this section.
54 For purposes of prosecution, a conviction obtained under
55 section one hundred four or section one hundred and six shall
56 count as a prior criminal conviction for the purpose of prosecution
57 and sentencing as a second or subsequent conviction.
58 Section 106. Whoever, being armed with a dangerous weapon,
59 assaults a person sixty-five years or older with intent to rob or
60 murder shall be punished by imprisonment in the state prison for
61 not more than twenty years.
62 Whoever, after having been convicted of the crime of assault
63 upon a person sixty-five years or older with intent to rob or
64 murder while being armed with a dangerous weapon, commits a
65 second or subsequent such crime, shall be punished by
66 imprisonment for not less than two years. Said sentence shall not
67 be reduced until two years of said sentence have been served nor
68 shall the person convicted by eligible for probation, parole,
69 furlough, work release or receive any deduction from his sentence
70 for good conduct until he shall have served two years of such
71 sentence; provided, however, that the commissioner of correction
72 may, on the recommendation of the warden, superintendent, or
73 other person in charge of a correctional institution, or the
74 administrator or a county correctional institution, grant to said
75 offender a temporary release in the custody of an officer of such
76 institution for the following purposes only: to attend the funeral
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of next of kin or spouse; to visit a critically ill close relative or 
spouse; or to obtain emergency medical services unavailable at 
said institution. The provisions of section eighty-seven of chapter 
two hundred and seventy-six relative to the power of the court 
to place certain offenders on probation shall not apply to any 
person seventeen years of age or over charged with a violation 
of this section.

Section 107. Whoever, not being armed with a dangerous 
weapon, by force and violence, or by assault and putting in fear, 
robs, steals or takes from the person of a person sixty-five years 
or older or from his immediate control, money or other property 
which may be the subject of larceny, shall be punished by 
imprisonment in the state prison for life or for any term of years.

Whoever, after having been convicted of said crime, commits 
a second or subsequent such crime, shall be punished by 
imprisonment for not less than two years. Said sentence shall not 
be reduced until one year of said sentence has been served nor 
shall the person convicted be eligible for probation, parole, 
furlough, work release or receive any deduction from his sentence 
for good conduct until he shall have served two years of such 
sentence; provided, however, that the commissioner of correction 
may, on the recommendation of the warden, superintendent, or 
other person in charge of a correctional institution, or the 
administrator of a county correctional institution, grant to said 
offender a temporary release in the custody of an officer of such 
institution for the following purposes only; to attend the funeral 
of next of kin or spouse; to visit a critically ill close relative or 
spouse; or to obtain emergency medical services unavailable at 
said institution. The provisions of section eighty-seven of chapter 
two hundred and seventy-six relative to the power of the court 
to place certain offenders on probation shall not apply to any 
person seventeen years of age of over charged with a violation 
of this section.

SECTION 51. Chapter 274 of the General Laws is hereby 
amended by striking out section 1, as appearing in the 1984 
Official Edition, and inserting in place thereof the following
section:
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5 Section 1. A crime punishable by death, imprisonment in the
6 state prison, or as defined as a felony in chapter two hundred and
7 sixty-five and made punishable as a felony by chapter two hundred
8 and sixty-six A is a felony. All other crimes are misdemeanors.
1 SECTION 52. Said chapter 274 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 4, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: -
4 Section 4. Whoever, after the commission of a felony, harbors,
5 conceals, maintains or assists the principal felon or accessory
6 before the fact, or gives such offender any other aid, knowing that
7 he has committed a felony or has been accessory thereto before
8 the fact, with intent that he shall avoid or escape detention, arrest,
9 trial or punishment, shall be an accessory after the fact, and,

10 except as otherwise provided, be punished by imprisonment in the
11 state prison for not more than seven years or in a jail for not more
12 than two and one-half years or by a fine of not more than one
13 thousand dollars.
14 Notwithstanding the foregoing, the offense of being an
15 accessory after the fact for any felony for which punishment is
16 provided by chapter two hundred and sixty-six A shall be
17 classified as an offense two grades less serious than the
18 classification of the felony for which the accessory stands charged
19 with assisting and shall be punished accordingly. The fact that the
20 defendant is the husband or wife, or by consanguinity, affinity
21 or adoption, the parent or grandparent, child or grandchild,
22 brother or sister of the offender, shall be a defense to a prosecution
23 under this section. If such a defendant testifies solely as to the
24 existence of such relationship, he shall not be subject to cross-
25 examination on any other subject matter, nor shall his criminal
26 record, if any, except for perjury or subornation or perjury, be
27 admissible to impeach credibility.
1 SECTION 53. Said chapter 274 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 6, as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition,
3 and inserting in place thereof the following section:
4 Section 6. Whoever attempts to commit a crime by doing any
5 act toward its commission, but fails in its perpetration, or is
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6 intercepted or prevented in its perpetration, shall, except as
7 otherwise provided, be punished as follows:
8 (1) an attempt to commit any crime punishable under the
9 provisions of chapter two hundred and sixty-six A of the General

10 Laws shall be punished as an offense classified as one grade less
11 serious than the classification of the offense attempted; provided,
12 however, that an attempt to commit a Class B misdemeanor shall
13 be punishable as a Class B misdemeanor.
14 (2) an attempt to commit murder is a Class A felony, sentencing
15 for which is provided in section two of chapter two hundred and
16 sixty-six A.
17 (3) an attempt to commit a crime punishable by imprisonment
18 in a state prison for life or for five years or more, except as
19 provided above and larceny under section thirty or chapter two
20 hundred and sixty-six, shall be punishable by imprisonment in a
21 state prison for not more than five years or in a house of correction
22 for not more than two and one-half years.
23 (4) an attempt to commit a crime punishable by imprisonment
24 in a state prison for less than five years or in a house of correction
25 or by a fine, except as provided above and larceny under section
26 thirty of chapter two hundred and sixty-six, shall be punishable
27 by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than one
28 year or by a fine of not more than three hundred dollars, or both.
29 (5) an attempt to commit any larceny punishable under said
30 section thirty shall be punishable by imprisonment in a house of
31 correction for not more than two and one-half years or by a fine
32 of not more than three times the value of the property which was
33 the subject of the attempted larceny, or by both such fine and
34 imprisonment.

1 SECTION 54. Said chapter 274 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 7, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following:
4 Section 7. any person who commits the crime of conspiracy
5 shall be punished as follows:
6 (1) If the purpose of the conspiracy or any of the means for
7 achieving the purpose of the conspiracy is to commit any crime
8 contained within chapter two hundred and sixty-five, except for
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9 murder, the conspiracy shall be an offense classified as one grade

10 less serious than the classification of the offense the person has
11 conspired to commit; provided, however, that a conspiracy to
12 commit a Class B misdemeanor shall be punishable as a Class B
13 misdemeanor.
14 (2) If the purpose of the conspiracy is to commit murder, the
15 conspiracy shall be a Class A felony, sentencing for which is
16 provided in section two of chapter two hundred and sixty-six A.
17 (3) If paragraphs (1) and (2) do not apply and the purpose of
18 the conspiracy or any of the means for achieving the purpose of
19 the conspiracy is a felony punishable by imprisonment for life,
20 the conspiracy shall be punishable by a fine of not more than ten
21 thousand dollars or by imprisonment in the state prison for not
22 more than twenty years or in jail for not more than two and one-
23 half years or both.
24 (4) If paragraphs (1) and (3), inclusive, do not apply and the
25 purpose of the conspiracy or any of the means for achieving the
26 purpose of the conspiracy is a felony punishable by imprisonment
27 in a state prison for more than ten years, the conspiracy shall be
28 punishable by a fine of not more than ten thousand dollars or
29 by imprisonment in a state prison for not more than ten years
30 or in a house of correction for not more than two and one-half
31 years, or both.
32 (5) If paragraphs (1) and (4), inclusive, do not apply and the
33 purpose of the conspiracy or any of the means for achieving the
34 purpose of the conspiracy is a felony punishable by imprisonment
35 in a state prison for not more than ten years, the conspiracy shall
36 be punishable by a fine of not more than five thousand dollars
37 or by imprisonment in a state prison for not more than five years
38 or in a house of correction for not more than two and one-half
39 years, or both.
40 (6) If paragraphs (1) to (5), inclusive, do not apply and the
41 purpose of the conspiracy or any of the means for achieving the
42 purpose of the conspiracy is a crime, the conspiracy shall be
43 punishable by a fine of not more than two thousand dollars or
44 by imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than two
45 and one-half years, or both.
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46 If a person is convicted of a crime of conspiracy for which crime
47 the penalty is expressly set forth in any other chapter of the
48 General Law, the provisions of this section shall not apply to said
49 crime and the penalty therefor shall be imposed pursuant to the
50 provisions of such other chapter.

1 SECTION 55. Section 42A of chapter 276 of the General
2 Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the first
3 paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following
4 paragraph:5 Whenever a court issues a criminal complaint and the crime
6 involves assault and battery in any degree, assault in any degree,
7 trespass, threat to commit a crime, nonsupport, or any other
8 complaint which involves the infliction, or the imminent threat
9 of infliction of physical harm upon a person by such person’s

10 family or household member as defined in section one of chapter
11 two hundred and nine A, the court may, in lieu of or in addition
12 to any terms of personal recognizance, and after a hearing and
13 finding, impose such terms as will insure the safety of the person
14 allegedly suffering the physical abuse of threat thereof, and will
15 prevent its recurrence.

1 SECTION 56. Said chapter 276 is hereby amended by striking
2 out section 55, as so appearing, and inserting in place thereof the
3 following section: -4 Section 55. If a person committed to jail is under indictment
5 or complaint for, or is under recognizance to answer to a charge
6 of assault and battery in the sixty degree, assault in the third
7 degree, or any misdemeanor for which he is liable in a civil action,
8 unless the offense was committed by or upon a sheriff or other
9 officer of justice, or riotously, or with intent to commit a felony,

10 and the person injured appears before the court or justice who 
1 1 made the commitment or took the recognizance, or before which
12 the indictment or complaint is pending, and acknowledges in
13 writing that he has received satisfaction for the injury, the court
14 or justice may in its or his discretion, upon payment ot such
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15 expenses as it or he shall order, discharge the recognizance or
16 supersede the commitment, or discharge the defendant from the
17 indictment or complaint, and may also discharge all recognizances
18 and supersede the commitment or all witnesses in the case.
1 SECTION 57. Section 57 of said chapter 276, as so appearing
2 is hereby amended by striking out the second paragraph and
3 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
4 Before the amount of bail of a prisoner charged with an offense
5 punishable by imprisonment for more than one year is fixed in
6 court, the court shall obtain from its probation officer all available
7 information relative to prior criminal prosecutions, if any, of the
8 prisoner and the disposition of each of such prosecutions. If the
9 offense with which such a prisoner is charged is a violation of any

10 provision of sections twenty to twenty-five, inclusive, of chapter
11 two hundred and sixty-five, sections twenty-two through twenty-
12 four, inclusive, of chapter two hundred and sixty-five, as appearing
13 prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, or section
14 thirty-four or thirty-five of chapter two hundred and seventy-two,
15 and it appears from such information or otherwise that he had been
16 previously prosecuted for a violation of any such provision, the court
17 shall, before the amount of bail is fixed, obtain from the depart-
18 ment of mental health a report containing all information in its pos-
19 session relative to the prisoner, particularly with respect to any
20 mental disease or defect with which he may have been afflicted; and
21 said department shall furnish any such report to the court promptly
22 upon its request.
1 SECTION 58. Said chapter 276 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 87, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section:
4 Section 87. The superior court, any district court and any
5 juvenile court may place on probation in the care of its probation
6 officer any person before it charged with an offense or a crime
7 for such time and upon such conditions as it deems proper, with
8 the defendant’s consent, before trial and before a plea of guilty,
9 or in any case after a finding or verdict of guilty; provided,

10 however, that in the case of any child under the age of seventeen
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placed upon probation by the superior court, he may be placed 
in the care of a probation officer of any district court or of any 
juvenile court, within the judicial district of which such child 
resides; and provided, further, that no person convicted under 
section twenty-two A or twenty-four B of chapter two hundred 
and sixty-five as it appeared prior to July first, nineteen hundred 
and eighty-seven or section thirty-five A of chapter two hundred 
and seventy-two shall, if it appears that he has previously been 
convicted under said sections and was eighteen years of age or 
older at the time of committing the offense for which he was so 
convicted, be released on parole or probation prior to the 
completion of five years of his sentence; and provided, further, 
that any person charged with or convicted of a crime made 
punishable by chapter two hundred and sixty-six A may be placed 
on probation only in accordance with the provisions of said 
chapter two hundred and sixty-six A.

SECTION 59. Section 4 of chapter 276A of the General Laws, 
as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the third 
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following 
paragraph: —

A person charged with violating the provisions of sections one 
hundred and four to one hundred and seven, inclusive, of chapter 
two hundred and seventy-two or subsection (a) of section twenty- 
five or chapter two hundred and sixty-six shall, for the second 
or subsequent such offense, not be diverted to a program as 
provided in section two.

SECTION 60. Section 39 of chapter 277 of the General Laws, 
as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out the second 
paragraph and inserting in place thereof the following 
paragraph: —

The following words, when used in an indictment, shall be 
sufficient to convey the meaning herein attached to them:

Adultery — Sexual intercourse by a married person with a 
person not his spouse or by an unmarried person with a married 
person.

Affray Fighting together of two or more persons in a public 
place to the terror of the persons lawfully there.
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12 False Pretenses — False representations made by word or act
13 of such character, or made under such circumstances and in such
14 a way, with the intention of influencing the action of another, as
15 to be punishable.
16 Forgery — The false making, altering, forging or counterfeiting
17 of any instrument described in section one of chapter two hundred
18 and sixty-seven, or any instrument which, if genuine, would be
19 a foundation for or release of liability of the apparent maker.
20 Fornication — Sexual intercourse between an unmarried male
21 and an unmarried female.
22 Murder -  the killing of a human being, with malice
23 aforethought.
24 Stealing, Larceny — The criminal taking, obtaining or
25 converting of personal property, with intent to defraud or deprive
26 the owner permanently of the use of it; including all forms of
27 larceny, criminal embezzlement and obtaining by criminal false
28 pretenses.

1 SECTION 61. Said chapter 277 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 63, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: —
4 Section 63. An indictment for murder may be found at any
5 time after the death of the person alleged to have been murdered.
6 An indictment for any degree of robbery or for aggravated rape,
7 rape, statutory rape, or for the crimes set forth in section seventeen
8 of chapter two hundred seventy-two, or for conspiracy to commit
9 such crime or crimes, or as accessory thereto, or any one or more

10 of them may be found and filed within ten years of the date of
11 commission of said crime or crimes. An indictment for any other
12 crime shall be found and filed within six years after the crime has
13 been committed; but any period during which the defendant is
14 not usually and publicly resident within the commonwealth shall
15 be excluded in determining the time limited.

1 SECTION 62. The schedule of forms and pleadings at the end
2 of said chapter 277 is hereby amended by striking out the form
3 of complaint or indictment for aggravated rape, assault and
4 battery, assault to maim, etc., assault to murder, assault to rape.
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assault with a dangerous weapon, with intent to rob, etc., assault 
upon an officer, attempt to steal from person, maiming, etc., 
manslaughter, manslaughter by negligence, rape, robbery and 
threats to extort.

SECTION 63. Chapter 278 of the General Laws is hereby 
amended by striking out section 16A, as so appearing, and 
inserting in place thereof the following section: —

Section 16A. At the trial of a complaint or indictment for 
aggravated rape, rape, statutory rape, indecent assault and battery 
in any degree, incest, carnal abuse or other crime involving sex, 
where a minor under eighteen years of age is the person upon, 
with or against whom the crime is alleged to have been committed, 
or at the trial of a complaint or indictment for getting a women 
with child out of wedlock, or for the nonsupport of an illegitimate 
child, the presiding justice shall exclude the general public from 
the court room, admitting only such persons as may have a direct 
interest in the case.

SECTION 64. Said chapter 278 is hereby further amended by 
striking out section 16C, as so appearing, and inserting in place 
thereof the following section: —

Section 16C. to protect the parties involved at a trial arising 
from a complaint or indictment for incest, aggravated rape, rape, 
or statutory rape, the trial judge may exclude all spectators from 
the courtroom in which such trial is being held, or from said court 
room during those portions of such trial when direct testimony 
is to be presented; provided, however, that either of the parties 
requests that all spectators be so excluded at the trail or portions 
thereof ; and provided, further, that the defendant in such trial 
by a written statement waives his right to a public trial for those 
portions from which spectators are so excluded.

SECTION 65. Section 28A of chapter 278 of the General Laws 
is hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph, as so 
appearing, and inserting in place thereof the following 
paragraph:

There shall be an appellate division of the superior court for
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6 the review of sentences to the state prison imposed by final
7 judgments in criminal cases, except in any case in which a different
8 sentence could not have been imposed, and for the review of
9 sentence to the reformatory for women for terms of more than

10 five years imposed by final judgments in such criminal cases and
11 all sentences imposed by the superior court department under the
12 provisions of chapter two hundred and sixty-six A. Said appellate
13 division shall consist of three justices of the superior court to be
14 designated from time to time by the chief justice of said court and
15 shall sit in Boston or at a Massachusetts correctional institution
16 or at such other place as may be designated by the chief justice
17 and at such times as he shall determine. No justice shall sit or act
18 on an appeal from a sentence imposed by him. Two justices shall
19 constitute a quorum to decide all matters before the appellate
20 divisions.

1 SECTION 66. Chapter 279 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 5, as so appearing, and inserting
3 inplace thereof the following section: —
4 Section 5. If no punishment for a crime is provided by statute,
5 the court shall impose such sentence, according to the nature of
6 the crime, as conforms to the common usage and practice in the
7 commonwealth or under the provisions of chapter two hundred
8 and sixty-six A, whenever appropriate. If a person is convicted
9 of a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment, he may, unless

10 otherwise expressly provided, be sentenced to imprisonment
11 either in the jail or in the house of correction.
1 SECTION 67. Said chapter 279 is hereby further amended by
2 striking out section 12, as so appearing, and inserting in place
3 thereof the following section: -
4 Section 12. Except as provided in section twenty-eight of
5 chapter two hundred and eighteen and section twenty of chapter
6 two hundred and nineteen, if one spouse is convicted of an assault
7 and battery in any degree, an assault in any degree, upon the other
8 spouse, the court may, in addition to the other penalties imposed,
9 or in lieu thereof, order him to recognize with surety or sureties

10 to keep the peace for any term of not more than two years, and
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may at any time revoke such order or reduce the amount required 
or order that the recognizance be taken without surety.

SECTION 67A. The department of correction and the parole 
board, in conjunction with the executive office of human services, 
shall jointly establish a pilot system of negotiated programming 
and classification at correctional institutions jointly selected by 
the commissioner of correction and the parole board. Such system 
shall include specific criteria for determining prisoner eligibility 
for participation and shall provide for a procedure for negotiating 
among the department of correction, the parole board and the 
prisoner a plan for the prisoner’s participation in programs, 
transfer to less restrictive levels of custodial confinement, 
standards of behavior and such other matters as deemed 
appropriate for inclusion in the negotiated programming and 
classification plan. Such plan shall also include the date on which 
the prisoner shall be released on parole supervision, contingent 
upon successful completion of his negotiated programming and 
classification plan. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, 
successful completion of such plan by a prisoner shall warrant 
special parole consideration and eligibility for a parole permit 
prior to the otherwise applicable parole eligibility date. On or 
before January first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven, the 
commissioner of correction and the parole board shall report to 
the commission established in section sixty-eight of this act on 
the pilot negotiated programming and classification system. Said 
report shall include recommendations as to whether such system 
should be expanded to other correctional institutions as to 
whether sufficient resources are available to expand the system 
to other correctional institutions. Said report shall also propose 
a timetable for the expansion of the system to the remaining 
correctional institutions, and, if sufficient resources are not 
currently available, shall contain an estimate if what resources are 
necessary for the expansion of the system.

SECTION 68. There is hereby established a special commis
sion to consist of three members of the senate, five members of 
the house of representatives, the secretary of the executive office
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4 of human services, the secretary of the executive office of public
5 safety, the commissioner of the department of correction, the
6 chairman of the parole board, the chief counsel to the public
7 counsel board, the chief administrative justice of the trial court
8 and two justices of the trial court to be appointed by the chief
9 justice of the supreme judicial court, the commissioner of

10 probation, the president of the Massachusetts Sheriff’s
11 Association and thirteen persons to be appointed by the governor;
12 each of whom shall represent one of the following groups: the
13 Massachusetts District Attorneys’ Association, the Superior
14 Court Clerks’ Association, the Massachusetts Bar Association,
15 the Massachusetts League of Women Voters, Local 254 of the
16 Service Employees Union, the Council for Public Justice, the
17 Crime and Justice Foundation, the Boston Bar Association, the
18 Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Massachusetts
19 Correction Legal Services, the Women’s Bar Association of
20 Massachusetts and the Massachusetts Association of Black
21 Lawyers. The Chairman of the Commission shall be designated
22 by the governor.
23 Said commission shall be responsible for planning and
24 preparing for the implementation of presumptive sentencing, as
25 set forth in chapter two hundred and sixty-five and two hundred
26 and sixty-six A of the General Laws, by all components of the
27 criminal justice system, and shall develop an impact statement
28 detailing its assessment of the budgetary, administrative and other
29 implementation needs of the correction, probation and trial court
30 departments and of the parole board and the district attorneys.
31 Said commission shall project the likely impact of said chapters
32 upon incarceration rates, particularly for the crimes of assault and
33 battery. Said commission shall evaluate the impact of the
34 legislation upon the department of correction and county houses
35 or correction and shall project, by institution, for each of the
36 years nineteen hundred and eighty-seven through nineteen
37 hundred and ninety-seven, the number of prison beds which will
38 be available to said department and houses and the number of
39 prisoners who will be in the custody of said department and of
40 the superindents of said houses. Said commission shall develop
41 specific recommendations for a capital outlay proposal to provide
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42 additional resources needed by the department of correction and
43 county houses of correction resulting from the enactment and
44 implementation of this legislation, and specific recommendations
45 for a proposal to change sentence lengths as an alternative to said
46 capital outlay proposal.
47 Said commission shall prepare a plan for compiling statistics
48 regarding sentencing decisions under the provisions of said revised
49 chapter two hundred and sixty-five and said chapter two hundred
50 and sixty-six A, including but not limited to, the age, sex and race
51 of those who are placed on probation, incarcerated or paroled;
52 the crime or crimes charged; the crime or crimes of which the
53 offender is found quilty; the form of disposition that gave rise to
54 the finding of guilt; the length of the sentence; the criminal history
55 of the offender; and any aggravating or mitigating factors relied
56 upon. Said commission shall also investigate the feasibility of
57 compiling such statistics on sentencing decisions under other
58 chapters.

Said commission shall specifically review all forms and
60 documents utilized by the courts, district attorneys, the probation
61 office, the department of correction, the parole board and other
62 criminal justice agencies. This review shall include, but not be
63 limited to, an assessment of the impact of said revised chapter two
64 hundred and sixty-five and chapter two hundred and sixty-six A
65 upon the continued utility of said forms and documents. Said
66 commission shall plan for the training needed to prepare all
67 criminal justice system personnel for the implementation of said
68 chapters. Said commission shall assist criminal justice agencies in
69 familiarizing the public with the changes in the present law
70 contained in this act. Said commission shall review and analyze
71 said changes in the law, giving particular attention to the revision
72 of the crimes set forth in said chapter two hundred and sixty-five.
73 Said commission shall conduct a complete investigation and
74 study into the feasibility of the department of correction’s
75 contracting for corrrectional services from private entities. Said
76 study shall include, but not be limited to, a comprehensive analysis
77 of all the financial, legal, security and public safety aspects of such
78 contracts. Said study shall also include an analysis of similar
79 contracting in other states and any impact on the quality of life
80 of the inmates including the opportunity for rehabilitation.
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81 Said commission shall also investigate and evaluate the
82 availability of rehabilitative and pre-release programs in state and
83 county correctional institutions, including educational and
84 employment programs, participation in which qualifies prisoners
85 for good conduct sentence reductions pursuant to section one
86 hundred and twenty-nine D of chapter one hundred and twenty-
87 seven of the General Laws. Said commission shall also evaluate
88 the pilot negotiated programming and classification system
89 established pursuant to section sixty-seven A of this act and shall
90 determine whether said system is a success, whether said system
91 should be expanded to the remaining correctional institutions,
92 and whether sufficient resources are available to expand said
93 system to the remaining correctional institutions. If sufficient
94 resources are not currently available for such expansion, said
95 commission shall determine what resources are necessary for the
96 expansion of said system. Said commission shall also investigate
97 alternative approaches to improving the effectiveness of the
98 criminal justice system, including the reduction of pretrial defaults
99 by defendants and the use of home incarceration.

100 Said commission shall report to the governor and the general
101 court on the results of its investigation and study of each matter
102 enumerated herein and its recommendations concerning each such
103 matter together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its
104 recommendations into effect, by filing its first interim report on or
105 before the last Wednesday of June, nineteen hundred and eighty-
106 six with the governor and with the clerk of the house of
107 representatives, its second interim report on or before the last
108 Wednesday of December, nineteen hundred and eighty-six, and
109 its final report on or before the last Wednesday of May, nineteen
110 hundred and eighty-seven. Each such interim report and the final
111 report shall include updated versions of the projections of the
112 impact of this legislation on correctional bed space required
113 herein. Said first interim report shall include the commission’s
114 capital outlay proposal and alterntive recommendations required
115 herein. The governor shall review said first nineteen reports and
116 shall file a specific legislative message requesting a capital outlay
117 appropriation within ninety days of its receipt.

1 SECTION 69. Notwithstanding any general or special law to
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the contrary, all agencies responsible for the prosecution, trial or 
correction of persons charged with and convicted of a crime shall 
develop, supervise, monitor and provide for the enforcement of 
affirmative action plans for employment.

Such measures may include, but shall not be limited to, active 
recruitment, hiring and promotion where necessary, the review of 
standards to remove any systematic bias, the offering of remedial 
or promotional training courses for upward mobility and 
education to expand the pool of applicants for job openings, the 
consideration of all examination scores above the passing grade 
in civil service hiring and promotions, and such other assistance 
that agencies may make available.

SECTION 70. Sections sixty-seven A and sixty-eight of this 
act shall take effect on april first, nineteen hundred and eighty- 
six. Section two, three, three A, four, thirteen A and eighteen of this 
act shall become effective on July first, nineteen hundred and 
eighty-six. The remaining sections of this act shall take effect on 
July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven. This act shall not 
apply to offenses committed prior to July first, nineteen hundred 
and eighty-seven and prosecutions for such offenses shall be 
governed by the law in effect immediately prior to July first, 
nineteen hundred and eighty-seven. An offense shall be deemed 
to have been committed prior to July first, nineteen hundred and 
eighty-seven if any element of the offense occurred prior thereto.

The treatment and release or discharge of prisoners, 
probationers and parolees under sentence or awaiting sentence for 
offenses committed prior to July first nineteen hundred and 
eighty-seven, shall be governed by the law in effect immediately 
prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven.
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